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An Introduction:

Hold On To Your Butts
And, just like that, it’s time for the annual fireworks display of music, partying and carnival atmosphere that is
the Iceland Airwaves Music Festival.
It’s Airwaves. AIRWAVES. A-a-I-i-Rr-W-w-A-a-V-v-E-e-S-s!
This week is one of the richest of
the year in downtown Reykjavík, treasured equally by the city’s many openeared music lovers, bouncing hip-hop
kids, grey-faced barflies, haute fashionistas, and their brothers, mothers,
sisters and lovers. It’s a time when the
town springs to life like no other. Every building seems to sprout a sound
system, music pours from every open
window, and everyone has a smile on
their face and a new band tip; a gig to
run to, and a story to tell when they
get there. Downtown’s central artery
of Laugavegur beats with a different
pulse: at this time of year, it’s not unusual to absorb techno before breakfast, to see pavement traffic created
by someone hauling a cello, or to be
pulled in by the magnetism of some
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impromptu afternoon dance party.
In the midst of all of this gleeful
chaos, sound and fury, there are some
leylines to follow. In this guide, we’ve
drawn together a lot of things you
should know: whether it’s DJ Davíð
Roach’s tips on making sure you don’t
get frozen out of that must-see show,
Emmsjé Gauti or sóley's tips on what
to watch, or some words with Icelandic music’s Queen B herself, Björk.
Of course, Grapevine’s intrepid crew
is going to be out in the thick of it, reporting what’s going on—check grapevine.is for daily reports on what our
writers saw, and where they’re headed
next. Remember to use the hashtag
#GrapeWaves on your Instagrams and
tweets—someone will win a packed
festival goodie bag, in partnership with
Einstök Craft Ales, on each festival day.
Now: it’s time. Go forth. Enjoy the
ride. Take care of yourselves, and each
other. And see you on the other side.

BJÖRK
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Velkomin!
There is a Swedish poem that goes: January, February,
March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, November, November, November, November, November, etc. Well, we’re not in Sweden. We are in
Iceland, and it's November—and how wonderful it is. It's
most likely to come with a breeze from the north, occasional showers and even snow, with a dash of aurora borealis.
Swimming in the Westside pool, eating hotdogs outdoors,
and the crazy tradition of having ice-cream in the cold.
Might I suggest and recommend you go for a siginn fiskur
at Sægreifinn or a kjammi at the BSÍ before heading downtown for the fusion kitchen of espresso with endless varieties of french fries. Iceland Airwaves is here, with all its loveliness. November is great in Reykjavik; not the slightest
resemblance to the Swedish rational melodrama. Not the
slightest. Velkomin!
Grímur Atlason, Iceland Airwaves Festival Manager
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Iceland Airwaves
Survival Guide

How to tread the murky, beer-saturated
currents of Iceland’s top music festival
Words Davíð Roach Gunnarsson Photo Jói Kjartans

First things first, the absolute
beginning: Kelfav ík Airport.
That's where you can buy some:

Booze
Buy all the alcohol you can at the
Duty Free store. Booze in Iceland is ridiculously expensive,
and can only be bought in bars
or at a select few state-owned liquor stores that usually close at
6pm. (Don’t buy the cans/bottles
that look like beer at the grocery
store! It is light 2% beer.) Maybe you’re thinking: “But I’m not
gonna be drinking at my Airbnb/
hostel/hotel room, I’ll be seeing
shows all the time!” Wrong answer! That may be your intention, but you’ll thank me when
you want to invite all the cool
people that you’ve met during
the evening to an afterparty, or
when a crushing hangover on
the fourth day can only be cured
with a couple of beers so you can
handle going outside to see said
shows. A well-placed hip-flask
can be handy, but you didn’t hear
it from us!
Pro tip: If you’re staring at the
beer shelf in confusion, tr y
something Icelandic. Bríó is a
good local lager, and Einstök or
Kaldi are flavoursome choices.

Planning
Airwaves happens fast, so you’re
gonna need a plan to make the
most of it. As you probably know,
conflicts in the schedule can be
a headache for music enthusi-

asts. The “Off-venue” program is
crucial here. This is the daytime
programme of music that runs
from around noon until the evening programme begins. Many
bands play several day shows
during the festival, so if you
catch one of those, it might solve
a troublesome clash later. There
are off-venue concerts in nearly
every bar, coffeehouse and shop
in the downtown area. Check out
the schedule on page 46!
Pro tip: If there’s a particular show
that you absolutely don’t want
to miss, get there super early, as
there are sometimes long queues.

Water
It’s the foundation of life on the
planet, it flows straight from
our taps, and it is delicious and
refreshing. Do not buy it in bottles! It’s no better than Icelandic
tap water, and all that unnecessary plastic isn’t exactly good for
Mother Earth. But water is not
only good for drinking: it’s also
great to soak in. Our geothermal
swimming pools are the best
hangover aid one can ask for,
whether you wanna swim laps,
soak in the hot tubs or detox in
the steam bath. The downtown
pool is Sundhöllin, but Vesturbæjarlaug is also walkable from
downtown. So is Laugardalslaug, a big pool with a gazillion
hot tubs and a water slide.
Pro tip: Trust me on this. Pools in
Iceland are very different to that
chlorine-filled puddle back home.

Nutrition
Occasionally you’ll need nutrition
in forms other than liquid. Here
are some of our recommendations:
Hverfisgata 12: The pizza place
with no name (except the street
address) offers quality pizzas
and a cosy atmosphere. The potato pizza kicks asses in all continents and the cocktails are to
die for.
Vitabar: A cosy yet sleazy burger
joint, popular amongst locals.
Kaffi Vínyl: A hip coffeehouse/
restaurant with great vegan food
at affordable prices.
Bæjarins Beztu: The infamous
hot dog stand is located within
a two-minute walk from most of
the venues, so if you need some
hot dog fuel, it’s quick to run over
and then go on with the show.
Pro tip: If you’re on a tight budget, Bónus is the cheapest grocery store. Their main downtown
locations are on Laugavegur and
Hallveigarstígur; the logo is a
pink pig on a yellow background.

Heating
At this time of the year, we face
the endless challenge of dressing
to be neither too cold outside, nor
too hot inside. There’s no way to
predict the weather here, but my
advice is built on the fact that
most of the venues are within
five minutes’ walking distance
from one another, and you will
be spending more time inside
than outside: so, don’t dress for
a glacier trip.

Pro tip: if you’re too weak to
face the cold and rain, Harpa is
a great place to spend the evening, as there are four venues
inside the same building.

Drinking
Kaffibarinn: A staple in the
scene. Good coffee and an affordable happy hour in the early
day, banging techno and house
music in the after hours.
Paloma: A miniature version
of a Berlin techno club. Seedy,
packed and just the right amount
of decadence. Try the basement
if you dare.
Bravó: An unpretentious bar.
Has all the adjectives you need:
small, cramped and cheap.
Prikið: A café by day, Iceland’s
finest hip-hop club by night.
Party with the locals: We are
your friends! There are lots of
afterparties during Airwaves—
chat up some locals and try to
get invited to some, or host one
yourself. The best location for
scouting/planning afterparty
action is outside the adjacent
bars Húrra and Paloma.
Pro tip: Icelanders don’t take
the concept of “personal space”
very seriously, especially under
the influence. So you’ll have to
get used to sometimes feeling
cramped and having people
push into you. Try not to let it get
on your nerves—or even use it to
your advantage and elbow your
way to the front!
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Off Venue Concerts
» Thursday November 3
Stúdentakjallarinn

» Friday November 4
Stúdentakjallarinn

» Saturday November 5
Austurstræti 11

16.00 RuGl

16.00 Hugar

14.00 RuGl

17.00 East of My Youth

17.00 Auður

15.00 East of My Youth

18.00 GKR

18.00 Soffía Björg

16.00 Auður

See performances by Auður, East of My Youth and RuGl at landsbankinn.is/icelandairwaves
Landsbankinn is a proud sponsor of Iceland Airwaves 2016
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Iceland
Airwaves
2016

Kaffibarinn
off-venue
program
Wednesday 2nd November.

Thursday 3rd November.

17:00 - 17:40

16:00 - 16:30

Hormónar
18:00 - 18:40
Tófa
19:00 - 19:40
Rökkva

BEDROOM
COMMUNITY
James
McVinnie
16:45 - 17:15

Emily Hall
& Guests
17:30- 18:00

Strange Boy
18:15 -18:45
Michael
Wookey
21:00 - 01:00

DJ Kári

21:00 - 21:45

Gunnar
Jónsson
Collider
22:00 - 01:00

DJ Margeir
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Friday 4th November.

Saturday 5th November.

Sunday 6th November.

16:00 - 16:30

16:00 - 16:30

16:30 -17:15

BEDROOM
COMMUNITY
× THE LINE
OF BEST FIT

BEDROOM
COMMUNITY

aYia
Portal 2 xtacy
16:45 - 17:15
16:45 - 17.15
Nico Muhly
Liima
& Nadia Sirota 17:30 - 18:00
17:30-18:00
Kórus
18:15-18:45
Sam
Valgeir
Amidon
Sigurðsson
18:15 -18:45
& Liam
Puzzle
Byrne
Muteson
22:00 - 00:00

Alfons X
00:00 - 04:30
Sexy Lazer

22:00 - 04:30

Sonur Sæll
& DJ Katla

BRNLV
PARTY

Bastardgeist
17:30 - 18:05
Gyða
Valtysdóttir
18:15 - 18:30

Crispin Best
18:30- 19:15
Mat Riviere
19:30 - 20: 15
Kira Kira
21:00 - 01:00

BLOKK
PARTY
Áskell,
Viktor Birgiss
& Símon
Fknhndsm
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Hip-Hop

New Rap And
Shit Like That
A guide to the
Icelandic rap scene

Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Valby Bræður by Þorlákur Bjarki

If you’re reading this, chances are you are a visitor to Iceland and, uh, talar ekki íslensku. While you can totally get
around Reykjavík with only
góðan daginn and takk fyrir in
your Icelandic repertoire, the
idea of listening to rap in Icelandic might not seem that great.
What are they saying? What do
they mean? Well, útlendingur,
no worries, because the world
of Icelandic hip-hop is easily accessible to a foreign ear. There’s
a ton of hip-hop acts playing at
Airwaves this year, but we’re
going to focus on acts that have
never performed at Airwaves
before—the newbies. So grab
some Stüssy (is that still cool?)
and check these guys out.

Veisla, Veisla!
Without a doubt, the biggest
thing to happen to Icelandic
hip-hop this year came from a
sixteen-year-old named Aron
Can. His song “Enginn Mórall,”
which vaguely translates to
“No Shame,” just blew up. The

video, where Aron and his buddies walk through Reykjavík
in a purple haze, has 300,000
views on YouTube, which is
close to the entire population
of Iceland. During the reign of
“Enginn Mórall” (which is still
going strong), you couldn’t go
anywhere downtown without
hearing those smooth opening
chords. Aron’s music is pretty relaxed. It’s kind of sensual
but still danceable—a difficult
combination to master, but fokk
já, he does it. The beats are kind
of sexy, but we at the Grapevine
feel weird associating that word
with a sixteen-year-old. He’s
playing on Thursday at 22:30 at
Nasa, and Saturday at 00:40 at
Valshöllin.
If you’re looking for something more underground, check
out Valby Bræður, who are
playing at Húrra on Friday at
2:10. Valby’s got an old school
hip-hop vibe, which is fitting
considering their newest song
“Laidback” is a tribute to Tupac
and Biggie. Another song to
check out by them is “Svartur á

leik.” It’s party rap anthem that
will definitely get you turnt (is
that word still cool?). The Valby brothers are also notorious
for passing illicit substances
that rhyme with pear-a-wanna
to their audiences so if you’re
420 friendly, you’ll feel right at
home.
A couple of acts before Valby is local cool-kitty Alvia
Islandia, who brings some
much-needed
bubbles
and
spunk to the Airwaves rap lineup. Alvia’s first album ‘Bubblegum Bitch’ dropped a few
months ago, and it’s magical. If
you don’t know anything about
her: first, where have you been?
Second: the girl is sponsored by
Hubba Bubba, and names her
biggest influences as: “the elf
side of the moon, bubbly state
of mind, wildcats, cozyslide
and real stuff all put together
in a riddle that sometimes only
I can understand.” Fascinated?
Captivated? Who wouldn’t be.
We know she’ll be on your mind
all Airwaves so show up to her
show, cheer loudly, dance, and
maybe if you’re lucky, she’ll let
you join her GumGumClan.

Teiti, Teiti!
Gísli Pálmi is an Airwaves regular, but this year he isn’t performing under his own name,
but rather as Glacier Mafia.
Glacier Mafia, for you foreigners, is some sort of art-collective crew associated with Gísli,
but we’re not exactly sure who’s
in it. We just know we’re not. At
the Secret Solstice Glacier Mafia show, Gísli performed a ton
unreleased songs that were A+
incredible. This guy is the king
of Icelandic rap and we are just
dying to know what he’ll do at
Airwaves. Pro Tip: We know you
don’t understand Icelandic, but
if you guess that Gísli is rapping
about drugs and partying 99%
of the time, you’ll probably be
right.
So whether you are a newbie
to Airwaves or a scorched veteran, these are the newest and
dopest (are we still saying that?)
rap acts you need to check out.
And there’s no need to thank us
when all your friends think you
are super cool and in-the-know.
That’s our job.

5 Hip-Hop
Tracks To
Start Your
Airwaves

Selected by Geoff,
impresario of Prikið
bar, Icelandic hiphop's home turf.
Aron Can - Daglega
The opener of his first mixture,
Daglega is an underrated Aron
Can track. As a true opener,
it reveals the world-scale aspirations of a teenager, that
anyone—disregarding
their
age—can relate to. It also goes
really hard.
GKR - Tala Um
It’s huge already and if you haven’t checked it out, you should.
It struck down on Mad Decent
playlists earlier this month—a
huge step for a 100% Icelandic
track. It gives the producer, the
mysterious Marteinn (Bngrboy)
due credit. Amazing work.
Cyber - MÁVAR
Produced by TY of Geimfarar,
MÁVAR is a great introduction
to Cyber. Really powerful stuff
in my opinion—Cyber is on foot
to establish themselves as a
concept with their last project,
CRAP. Check this out.
Emmsjé Gauti - Frumskógur
This chain swinger packs all of
Gauti's best qualities into some
three amazing minutes. Whatever you do, don’t miss his live
sets come Airwaves week. He
always brings it.
Mælginn - Hvar Og Hvenær
Truly crazy, but more people
should bump this track. It’s really loud & all over the place. It
exhibits Mælginn MC’s surf-like
abilities on bass-heavy tracks—
it’s hard to believe it came out
three years ago.
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Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is
elding@elding.is

WHALE WATCHING

EXPRESS WHALE WATCHING

NORTHERN LIGHTS CRUISE

VIÐEY ISLAND

WHALE WATCHING
from Reykjavík

Check out our Akureyri whale watching tours on elding.is

Northern Light Cruise EL-09
– 1 Sept - 30 Sept & 15 Mars - 15 Apr at 22:00
– 1 Oct - 14 Mars at 21:00
Express Whale Watching (RIB-boat) EL-06

trip into the world of whales and sea birds all year round.

– 15 April - 31 May at 10:00 and 14:00
– 1 June - 30 June at 10:00, 12:00, 14:00 and 16:00

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round

– 1. July - 31. August at 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00 14:00
15:00 and 16:00.
– 1-30 September, two times a day at 10:00 and 14:00.

EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Mar Apr
9:00** 9:00
13:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00
20:30*

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug Sept Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00**
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00
19:00

* From 15 June
** Feb, March, November
Environmental Award
Icelandic Tourist Board

www.elding.is

– 1-16 October at 10:00
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As well as bringing rising international stars to Reykjavík, Iceland
Airwaves also acts as a kind of state-of-the-union for the local
scene, serving up the best local bands of the moment in a citywide
celebration of Icelandic music. To help you get an insight into what
you shouldn’t miss this year, we asked some local stars—whether
they make rap, techno, reggae, folk or pop—to shed some light on
which acts they’re most excited about seeing this year.

WordsJohn
JohnRogers
Rogers Photo
Words
PhotoAnna
AnnaDominick
Domnick

Airwaves
Tipsters

What Icelandic musicians are
excited about in the 2016 lineup

it all. Don’t forget, the total
population of Iceland is under
400,000...

Emmsjé Gauti
Emil Stabil
Emil is a Danish rapper I heard
for the first time on the camping site at the Roskilde festival.
His song “Allerde Is” was all
over the place. I’m really excited
to see him perform.
Aron Can
Aron is Iceland’s prodigy. This
guy is only sixteen years old, but
everybody is excited about his
next steps—a million streams
on Spotify in a few months says

SXSXSX
This is Helgi from Úlfur Úlfur
and Björn Valur—the DJ who follows them everywhere they go.
They started a band together after spending a lot of time in random hotels travelling around Iceland. Expect banging beats with
big guest appearances.
Dizzee Rascal
This UK grime king needs no
introduction. We had Skepta
last year and now Dizzee Rascal.
Thank you Airwaves!
Agent Fresco
Agent Fresco are friends of mine
that will have been touring Europe for nine weeks when they
land in Iceland to go straight on
stage at Húrra. Will they handle
it? Yes! They will have a crazy
show like always.

into a crazy concert from one
minute to the next.
Boogie Trouble
Now I'm all for listening to serious music, but if you're looking
for a sweaty dance party Boogie
Trouble is the answer! It's just
impossible NOT to dance at their
high energy boogie concerts.
Shout out to the coolest bass player in Iceland. Girl power!

Milkywhale
Snorri Helgason
Who can resist that man, and
the music he plays. This is music that heals you when you’re
heartbroken and embraces you
when you’re in love.
Kött Grá Pjé
He's the king of Icelandic lyrics.
His concerts are such a great
mixture of rap, poetry, energy
bursts and just general weirdness. But not to be misunderstood: he can turn a quiet room

The Internet
I like the depth of their music,
the singer's voice and love their
name. Don't disappoint me, The
Internet.
Airwords
Finally I would like to bring
your attention to an event called
Airwords where writers and
musicians come together and
exchange music and words. Fun
fact: Milkywhale's mother actually performed there a few years
ago, before Milkywhale existed!
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ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER
Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer– 20 bottled,
10 on draft, and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.
Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks
in a casual and fun atmosphere.

OUR
HAPPY HRY DAY
E
15–18 EVeer on draft and

ils, b
ce!
All cockta
– half pri
e by glass
in
w
se
u
o
h

Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is
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Tonik Ensemble

Teitur

sóley

Mugison
Always curious, always evolving. He has been working hard
on a new album this summer, so
one can expect some new material in his set this November. I
can’t wait!

I’m performing at NASA the
first night of Airwaves this year.
The stage is going to be packed
with a lot of musically gifted
friends of mine, before, during
and after my set. So I’m happy
to recommend all of them as a
great way to start the festival!

asdfhg
They're so young—or I'm just
getting old. Either way, I get this
teenage nostalgic feeling when I
listen to them. It reminds me of
some anonymous music I found
in the basement of the 12 Tónar
record store when I was their age!

Just after my show we
have Snorri Helgason from

Bára Gísladóttir
She's one of the coolest composers in Iceland right now. And
she plays double bass. Check her
out—a hardcore chick!

aYia
This band has only one song
out in the intertubes—"Water
Plant," a very impressive offering.
Lush synths, nice
vocal work and a
very strong composition makes
aYia a no-brainer.
Ben Frost
I’ve not seen
Ben Frost live
yet; I managed
to miss out on
his performance
last time he was
in Reykjavík. I
could spent many
words on his
aesthetics
and
influences,
his
awesome albums,
and his now seven-year-old
remix of GusGus’s “Thin Ice”... do
yourself a favour and check him
out.
Prins Póló
Iceland Airwaves’ bio says:
“Prins Póló brings his old time
friend Árni+1 from FM Belfast
on stage with him and together
they are ready to blow the crowd
away!” I was fortunate enough
to see this set this summer, and
boy are you in for a treat.
Amnesia Scanner
Information on the Berlin act
Amnesia Scanner is somewhat
scarce so consider this a wildcard, but through the years, the
most rewarding shows are often
the unplanned ones.

Björk
Why? Because she's one hell
of an artist—an inspiration. I
saw her in New York a few years
back, at a 1500 capacity venue,
and it was jaw-droppingly good.
I cried! I was so proud of her.
Like I was her mom.

Kórus
Sprengjuhöllin, Gosar and
Saab—a great friend and collaborator through the years.
His new stuff really hits the
spot! After Snorri comes Tilbury—the best indie rockers
around. They are followed up
by Moses Hightower—neo-soul
R&B-funk masters of the north.
All of these outfits have loads
of hits under their belts and are
gonna showcase some new stuff
too. So I’m very honoured to be a
part of this whole shebang!
Other then that, I’ll also be
checking out Cryptochrome,
Ljóðfæri, Dizzee Rascal, múm,
The Sonics, Mr. Silla, Digable
Planets and THROWS.

Jfdr
Jófríður is doing so many good
things. She plays with Samaris,
Pascal Pinon and Gangly. All
good stuff. I haven't heard her
new solo project yet, but I'm very
curious!
Kórus
This is a choir of Icelandic musicians/composers formed by the
musician Kira Kira. Pétur Ben is
currently conducting. They are
a "choir band" who sing music
written by each other—a pretty
cool concept.
I’m also going to check out
Kælan Mikla: a punk trio. Poetry
Punk, they say. I've seen them a
couple of times live and I loved
it. I just checked Kelsey Lu out
and it sounds really good—I
love the string arrangements
and her voice. Let's See Grandma is also interesting, reminds
me of cocorosie. Then PJ Harvey
of course. Other acts i'm gonna
see are Julia Holter, Warpaint,
Coals & JOSIN.
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Stop For A Pick-Me-Up At
Gaukurinn

Words John Rogers

Photos Art Bicnick

Meet The Venues
Iceland Airwaves is, by and large, located in downtown Reykjavík. For
first-timers, part of the fun whirlwind of the festival comes from discovering the variety of venues on offer, whether it’s wandering into a quaint
wooden-floored music hall, marvelling at a high-ceilinged cinema with
long spotlights and a huge backdrop, going dizzy looking up at Harpa’s
mirrored lobby ceiling, or finding yourself jumping up and down in a
cramped and dingy club.
Also, you might occasionally find that a concert you were planning on
seeing is full. It’s no fun queueing in nasty weather, and if there’s nothing
circled on your schedule or starred in your app, it can be worth taking a
punt on a venue you haven’t been to yet, just to check it out. So here’s
a handy guide to some of the places you might find yourself drinking,
dancing and hangover-haunting over Airwaves week.

Nasa

we recommend seeing KRELD
at Reykjavík Art Museum. On
Saturday, unless you have a Björk
ticket, both rooms of Valhöllin
start at 19:30, and there’s music
there from 19:10 on Sunday.

Harpa

Warming Up
With An Early Show

Different venues have staggered starting times this year.
Whilst some might be pacing
themselves at home unti l a
strategic moment, there’ll also
be plenty who are raring to go.
On Wednesday night, NASA
opens proceedings with Tómas
Jónsson at 19:10. Thursday, EinarIndra starts the ball rolling at
Kaldalón at 19:20. Everything
starts at 20:00 on Friday, but

Hide From
The Weather In Harpa

Harpa is the glittering jewel in
the crown of Reykjavík’s music
venues. All four of its spaces will
be used for Airwaves: the grand
seated concert hall of Eldborg,
the multi-purpose concert room

of Norðurljós, the massive Silfurberg, and the dark and cosy
Kaldalón theatre. You can wander between the rooms pretty
easily, checking out different
bands and bumping into others
doing just the same thing. If it’s
shitting down with rain, it could
be a smart choice.

Gaukurinn is a classic grimy
Reykjavík rock venue. While it
hosts many fine bands year-in,
year-out, there’s rarely a queue
to get in. So if you’re running
between venues or find yourself
stuck in the queue at popular
party spot Húrra, you could
drop by for a beer from their selection of Icelandic brews, or see
which Icelandic liquorice shot
you prefer from rival brands
Opal and Tópas. And who knows,
you might get converted to a new
band, too.

Fríkirkjan

Gamla Bíó

Gotta Catch ‘Em
All: Fríkirkjan, Mengi, NASA
and Eldborg

Catch An Icelandic
Headliner At Gamla Bíó

One of the things that makes
Airwaves is unusual is the degree to which it draws on local
acts. As such, Airwaves celebrates Iceland’s grassroots
scene as much as the big-name
headliners. The cavernous theatre venue Gamla Bíó has a
stellar range of closing acts
each night, all of them Icelandic. On Wednesday, it’s the
brand new all-star choir Kórus;
on Thursday it’s alt-pop maestro Sin Fang; on Friday you get
the 80s-retro double-header of
Berndsen and Hermigervill, and
on Saturday it’s the turn of explosive electro-pop band Sykur.

Many of the most popular festival venues, such as the beautiful wooden concert hall Iðnó,
Reykjavík Art Museum and
the Húrra party bar, are open
every night. But with others, you
only get one chance. MENGI is a
tiny, tucked-away concert space
that’s in the official programme
for the first time, and will host
t wo intimate performances
by sóley on Thursday evening.
Fríkirkjan is a beautiful church
venue that’s only open on Saturday night, for a blockbuster bill
of Árstaðir, Mugison and Ólafur
Arnalds. Harpa’s Eldborg hall is
an impressive space that’ll host
three shows for which you’ll
need a extra ticket, by múm,
Björk and Bedroom Community. Finally, classic Reykjavík
concert hall NASA has a full programme—but it’s scheduled to
be torn down in the near future.
So see it while you can.
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Portraits by Hasselblad Awards Winners

PORTRAITS

by Hasselblad Awards Winners

Courtesy the Hasselblad Foundation, Gothenburg, Sweden © Nan Goldin. Self-portrait Inside/Outside, 2006.

24 September 2016 – 15 January 2017

Grófarhús Top Floor · Tryggvagata 15, 101 Reykjavík
Opening Hours: Mon–Thu 12–19, Fridays 12–18, Weekends 13–17
FREE ADMISSION · www.photomuseum.is
Courtesy the Hasselblad Foundation, Gothenburg, Sweden © Christer Strömholm Estate. Jacky & Adèle Chanel Mannequin, 1960.
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Scene Support

The Icelandair Music Initiative helps bands take flight
Icelandair is involved in a lot
more than just bringing people
to and from Iceland. They’re
also pretty firmly invested in
Iceland’s music scene. Icelandair has been the primary force
behind Iceland Airwaves since
the festival’s inception, but
they’ve also had their hand in
other efforts to bring Iceland’s
thriving music scene to the rest
of the world.
They are, for example, one

of the chief sponsors of Músíktilraunir, a battle-of-the-bands
competition between upcoming
young musicians who showcase
their material to a live audience,
more often than not for the first
time ever. Numerous Icelandic
acts that are now practically
household names got their start
at this festival, which is probably unsurprising: Músíktilraunir winners are awarded a slot
in the Iceland Airwaves festival

to bring their songs to a much
wider audience.
Icelandair’s efforts extend
further afield as well, in the
form of the Reykjavík Loftbrú
travel fund. Co-sponsored by
Icelandair, the City of Reykjavík, and music organizations
FÍH, STEF and FHF, this fund
grants Icelandic musicians the
chance to take their songcraft
abroad, possibly grabbing the
ear of a passing label, publish-

er or agent. For many emerging
musicians, this can prove invaluable—both to play in front
of foreign audiences, and also
to establish contacts in other
countries that could help their
progress considerably.
As such, it’s fairly safe to say
that Icelandair has done its part
in supporting Iceland’s music
scene. And you, through your
participation in the festival, are
helping to do your part, too. PF

In partnership
wih Icelandair

17
25
bands on this
years' Airwaves
on-venue
programme
that started at
Músíktilraunir

Representing
Músiktilraunir this year
2004 winners Mammút
2008 winners Agent Fresco
2010 winners Of Monsters and Men
This year's winners HórMónar

244
In 2015 Loftbrú
sponsored
flights for 244
musicians
Iceland Airwaves
In Numbers
9000
Tickets
670
Off-venue shows
~300
Journalists
220
Artists playing
267
Official concerts
60
Off-venues
13
Official Stages
70,000
Estimated offvenue guests
(or 30% of the
entire population
of the greater
Reykjavík area)

109
Loftbrú
musicians this
year—so far

Músiktilraunir bands this year:
Agent Fresco
Amber
Auður
Avóka
Axel Flóvent
Bootlegs
Ceasetone
Endless Dark
Fufanu
Dikta
Helgi Jónsson
Hórmónar
Major Pink
Magnús Jóhann
Mammút
Alexander Jarl
Of Monsters and Men
Ólöf Arnalds
Par-ðar
Rythmatik
RuGl
Samaris
Úlfur Úlfur
Vió
Vök
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Infographics:
Sveinbjörn
Pálsson
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“aYia”: say it out loud. It’s not a
word. It’s a sound, it’s a symbol,
and it’s a gesture. It’s a finger to
point out the view that you’re
already standing in. Or, as we
discussed with the voice of the
group, the lack of a view.
“Our music is so much the
void,” she says (the band prefers
anonymity for now). “We tend to
go into something that is really dark. Something that doesn’t
seem to have hope—but then
again, the voice is really bright.
Really hopeful maybe. Hopeful
and cynical at the same time.”
These days our sense of “void”
is more real than ever. Phones
and social media allow us to immerse ourselves within worlds
that demand our presence, but
not our essence. Distracted by
the darkness of the black mirror,
we take no time to confront our
own darknesses—IRL.
That said, escapism is not
something inherently evil. “It can
be a really beautiful way to deal
with life; for example, to create
fantasies and stories, and poetry, and singing,” she says as her
eyes wander away… “but there are
two sides of course. If you get too
deep into avoiding awareness,
you get caught in a whirlwind.”

Dust in the wind
aYia’s newly released debut single “Water Plant” deals with a
state of in-betweenness “where
you don’t know where you’re going or what is happening. Where
you’re kind of in this hurricane
where everything seems unreal
to you,” she explains. “It’s not
about renewing yourself or getting your strength back in these
times, it’s more about being in
that feeling. Being in that moment when everything is fucked
up and you have no idea what
to do or why it happened, and

“Every thing is connected
to currents in life,” she continues, “currents that come to you
and change your life and get
you somewhere [else]. So it’s
also about timing. And maybe
there is some pattern to it, but
that pattern is invisible: you
can’t see it, you can never see it,
and if you try to see it you will
become crazy.” It’s kind of like
trying to see the wind, or trying
to catch the wind. “Handful of
wind…” she sings, melancholic
and glistening, in the opening
line of the track.

On the record

Catch My Drift
Riding the currents with
newcomers aYia
Words Parker Yamasaki
it’s overwhelming in a way that
the only thing you can do is just
drift. You can only stay calm
and ride it.”
On the one hand, “Water
Plant” is a reminder to feel. To
be completely present in what-

This month Hreyfill Taxi company
is supporting breast cancer awareness
as well as fund-raising breast cancer
screening by
The Icelandic Cancer Society

Photo Hörður Sveinsson
ever your whirlwind. But, as
aYia said before, the message
is something “hopeful and cynical at the same time.” For all
the stillness promoted by presence, things are always going
to change.

We specialize in trips
to the Blue Lagoon (3-hour stop)
on the way from or to the airport.
Cars for 4-8 passengers
To book in advance: tel:+354 588 5522
or on www.hreyfill.is E-mail: tour@hreyfill.is

For aYia, “the ti m i ng” was
something like mid-June during
Secret Solstice. They performed
together for the first time at the
festival, catching the attention
of the well-known Icelandic record label and music collective
Bedroom Community. The label was interested in including
an aYia track in ‘Hvalreki’, their
ongoing series of digital releases. Thus, “Water Plant” came to
fruition.
In early October, the track
was released as the second in the
series, after an experimental olfactory/musical creation called
“A Scent Opera,” written by the
label’s co-founders Nico Muhly
and Valgeir Sigurðsson. A video soon followed the track: the
four-figured aYia symbol spinning, warping, and dissolving in
a black void of screen.
As far as future projections
go, they are not sure. “We’ll just
see where the wind takes us,” she
says, “who knows, maybe aYia
will just swallow the wind.”
See aYia at Airwaves on Friday November 4 in Harpa’s Silfurberg, and
on Saturday November 5 at Húrra.
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OCTOBER IS
THE MONTH
OF THE

Reykjavik Excursions is happy to be able
to support this good cause by sponsoring
the Pink Ribbon in October 2016.

FROM

TO

BLUE LAGOON

BLUE LAGOON
FROM
BSÍ*
07:00**
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00**
20:00**

PROUD
SPONSOR
#BLEIKASLAUFAN #REYEX

TO

KEF Airport

Reykjavík

07:30**
08:30

KEF Airport

10:15**
11:15
12:15
13:15
14:15
15:15
16:15
17:15
18:15
19:15
21:15
23:15**

11:30
13:30
15:30
16:30
17:30

12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

GUARANTEED SEATS

* BSÍ BUS TERMINAL
** AVAILABLE TO 31 OCTOBER

ADMISSION AND TRANSFER MUST BE BOOKED
& PAID IN ADVANCE ON WWW.RE.IS
Reykjavik Excursions reserves the right to alter the timetables without further notice due to possible changes
in flight schedules and Blue Lagoon opening hours. For further information, please visit our website www.re.is

The Flybus operates in connection with all arriving
& departing flights at Keflavík International Airport.
For our flexible Flybus schedule,
please visit www.flybus.is
BOOK NOW!

ON WWW.FLYBUS.IS

WE ARE SOCIAL #REYEX
R
O

GOLD-CLASS
ENVIRONMENTAL
UMHVERFISFLOKKUN

BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •

FREE WIFI

CERTIFIED
TRAVEL SERVICE
VIÐURKENND
FERÐAÞJÓNUSTA

+354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.flybus.is • www.re.is

AT YOUR RECEPTION
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Home Is
Where
The Hype
Is

Words Parker Yamasaki
Photo Nanna Rúnars

The return of Alvia Islandia

Typically it’s animal instinct to
flee south for the winter. But
Alvia Islandia, who has spent
the past year in Copenhagen, is
ready to come home. It’s been a
productive year for her on the
European mainland making
music videos, perfecting her
live performance, and releasing
her album ‘Bubblegum Bitch’ in
early June. But a month ago she
quit her job as the shake girl at
Copenhagen’s Laundromat Café
and bought her ticket home.
As she puts it: “I’m not leaving
because I don’t like to be here.
I love it here. But I feel like you
should be where you want at any
given time. Now it’s time for me
to be in Reykjavík.”
It’s not as if she’s heading
back to hole up. Alvia is ready to
hit the ground running. On November 4 she takes to the stage
at Húrra at Iceland Airwaves,
squished into a nice 22:30 spot
between GKR and Lord Pusswhip, two of her big influences
in the Icelandic rap scene. Her

other winter plans include producing her own beats, drinking
red wine, and getting onto every
child’s Christmas list.
It’s just as easy to imagine
her appeal to a nine-year-old girl
writing to Santa as it is to imagine her in front of the crowd at
Húrra. “I’ve been writing music
since I was sixteen,” she says,
“but it was nothing like the music I make now. It’s evolved a lot.
Then I was just a teen, trying to
pull it all together. Now I feel really comfortable with my music.
I feel like it’s really me.”

Quick Lips
Sink Ships
What is “me?” From this side of
the Atlantic, “me” is one hand
painted with pale yellow nail
polish and the other with bright
pink. It’s a pigtail up-do that
bobs while she bounces around
her seat, never staying too long

in any one corner of the screen
that we’re ta l k ing through.
Though in photos she comes
off as the lean-back, droop-inthe-eyelids kind of cool, Alvia
is charged with energy. It’s evident in her brightly flavored
style and her quick-lipped lyricism. It’s evident in the way she
bounces around from Prague
to Sweden to Denmark to Reykjavík (“I think of the world as my
home,” she tells me). And it’s evident, lucky for us awaiting her
Airwaves arrival, in her performances.
Back in June she caught the
attention of media around the
scene with her Hubba Bubba-fuelled show at Secret Solstice
Festival. “I love to perform,”
she nods. “I’m always trying
to improve my show. I saw Die
Antwoord perform this year at
Secret Solstice, they were a killer show. And Gísli Pálmi, he always gets everyone hyped.” Her
attraction to performance may
stem from being part of a big,

wide-spread family. Or, it could
just be that Alvia really likes to
get hyped.
That’s not to say that her
songs and lyrics are as bubblegum-pink as her image. A lot
of times the lyrics—constantly swirling in her head—come
from some sort of dark place.
“Especially when I first started
writing music, I would write
when I was upset,” she says.
“Then it would start to rhyme.
And then, if I was lucky, it would
turn into poetry.” Just like when
she was first starting out, Alvia
writes about what she knows.
And right now, that means:
“Chasing dreams, loving, putting in work, travelling, enjoying—my vision is Sally pink
mystic vibes and putting myself
into situations that make me
grow in a bubbly way.”
Catch Alvia’s Airwaves performance at Húrra on November 4
and her off-venue night at Paloma
on November 3.
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AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

Catch the Northern Lights
Airwaves Off Venue
Tuesday 1st

Thursday 3rd

15:00 Hástafir

15:00 Wayward

16:00 Svavar Knútur @ cinema room

16:00 Mosi Musik @ cinema room

17:00 The Anatomy of Frank (US)

17:00 Dead Bird Lady

Wednesday 2nd

Friday 4th

15:00 Elín Ey

15:00 Margrét Arnar @ cinema room

16:00 Owls of the Swamp (AU)

16:00 Sunnyside Road

17:00 Trilogia @ cinema room

17:00 Mont

Grandagarður 2 | 101 Reykjavík
Tel: +354 780 4500
Bus 14 | Free Parking
www.aurorareykjavik.is

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 09:00 - 21:00
@aurorareykjavik

@aurorareykjavik

@aurorareykjavik
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50 Airwaves Debutantes
Who’s who and what’s new at Iceland Airwaves
Words Parker Yamasaki
Photos Hörður Sveinsson
This year, no less than 50 bands
are making their Iceland Airwaves debut. Some of these
faces have been on
the scene for decades,
while others only appeared last month. We
sifted through each
a n d ever y one wit h
equal attention to bring
you this A-Z guide to the
freshest sounds of Iceland AIrwaves 2016.
$igmund
It’s easy to get attention
by yelling, but some rappers know that the best
way to kill (the game) is
to chill. $igmund is the
face of laid-back flow
in the Icelandic hiphop scene. Earlier this
s u m mer Sig mu ndu r
Páll Freysteinsson and
his crew released their
debut LP ‘Glópagull’—a
lyrical collection of hard
work and heartbreak in
101 Reykjavík. For every “Bring Da Ruckas”,
there’s a “Moment of
Truth,” and for every
Wa ka F locka, a Slick
Rick. For all the Gísli
Pálmis around here—we
give you $igmund.
Alexander Jarl
Lasting power isn’t just
about knowing where
you’re going, it’s about
knowing where you came
from. Since their first
meeting, the core duo of
Jarl $quad—Alexander
Jarl and Helgi Ársæll—
have evolved their sound
from boom-bap golden
era beats to a more recent
trap style sound.

middle of winter and inhaled
super deeply? That’s how fresh
this kid is. Cool on the scene at
only sixteen, Aron’s contributions to Reykjavík rap are getting attention around the world.
A good place to get to know the

part-singsong and part-spokenword lyricism over house-made
minimal electronic tracks.
Auðn
Auðn are a black metal band, but
members of Iceland’s black metal community, might find this
statement contentious. Auðn
are recognisable for their slow
and melodic sound that runs
counter to the fast & furious
$igmund

Alexander Jarl

fervor that the genre is known
for. Still, they hold tight to the
“do whatever the fuck you want”
ideology. But if you’re running
counter to the counter, where
does that lead you? Answer:
Gaukurinn, on Wednesday night.

Auðn

Amber
Amber’s energy is more "acoustic blue" than amber.

guy is through the purple-hazed
lens of his double-feature video
for “Enginn Mórall”/“Grunaður.”
Breathe in/breathe out…

Aron Can
Yeah, he can. Have you ever
chewed spearmint gum in the

asdfhg.
Musical advocates of the "less
is more" lifestyle. This duo lays

aYia
aYia’s debut single “Water Plant”
dropped on September 27 as part
of Bedroom Community’s Hvalreki series. This series is a set
of digital releases which “strip
away visual design, packaging,
and manufacturing”—opting
for purity over packaging. This
Reykjavík three-piece keep true
to the aesthetic of non-aesthetic.
Haunting, hollow, pure.
Bára Gísladóttir
Bára isn’t here to make things
easy—she’s here to make them
interesting. Live, she hides behind her double bass, growling,

wrestling with, and, of course,
playing her instrument. Bára
pushes music to new heights—
literally. Her debut album is
called ‘Different Rooftops’.
BLKPRTY
Enigmatic Icelandic producer fleet with a rap sheet that's
concrete present new beats from
the... computer.
Bróðir BIG
Old-school rhymes in Icelandic over old-school beats from
America, mostly instrumentals
from the likes of MF Doom.
Crystal Breaks
Crystal Breaks originally came together in 2009
from a variety of musical
backgrounds—from folk
to metal to pop—and
are unafraid to dip into
them all. Their Airwaves
performance comes as a
preclude to the release
of their first album, set
to be released early next
year.
Cryptochrome
Cr y ptoch rome are to
pop what the Ty rk isk
Peber are to candy—if
you go into it assuming
it will be sweet, you’ll
probably end up choking. It might not be the
sweet, off-the-shelf pop
music we’re accustomed
to, but we’ll take flavour
over familiarity.
Cyber
Word is that Salka Valsdóttir
and Jóhanna Rakel—the rap duo
known as Cyber—named themselves after a lipstick color that
they both owned as sixteen-yearold BFFs. They keep that pretty
girl pout going while spilling
raps from the tabletops of Prikið, or in the 20-woman rap group
Reykjavíkurdætur. Pucker up.
Gangly
Two years ago, Grapevine received an anonymous email with
a video titled “Fuck With Someone Else.” A joke? A threat? A captivating liquid-metal alterworld
where a haunting voice rings
out over a dark, bassy void? The
last one. This year the secretive
supergroup released a new song,
“ħøłɏ ǥɍøᵾnđs,” praised everywhere from Billboard to i-D to
your dear RVK Grapevine.
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ELEGANT PREMISES IN
T H E H E A RT O F R E Y K J AV I K
Wayward
Magnetosphere
Sara Jane
Iris
Alison Mcneil

Silja Johannesen
Rebekka Sif
VIL
The Living Arrows
Bergmal Comedy Band

Jonina Aradottir
Þorunn Antonia
Fox Train Safari
Una Stef
Hinemoa

Hanna Solbert
I Am Soyuz
Karitas Harpa
Sunna Björk

OFF VENUE
B A N K A S T R Æ T I 7 A - 1 0 1 R E Y K J AV Í K - T E L . 5 6 2 3 2 3 2

ALL THE ICELANDIC BEERS
IN ONE AWESOME PLACE

+

ICELANDIC
CUISINE WITH
A TWIST
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Glacier Mafia
Rap star Gísli Palmi plays this
year under the name of his crew:
Glacier Mafia. We don’t quite
know what to expect. Other than
a massive rage.
GlerAkur
GlerAkur glides cleanly through post-rock,
ambient and drone—
his first ever radio play
got him picked up by
Prophecy Productions.
Glowie
Glowie’s that girl you
sing along to without
realising that you knew
the ly rics—probably
because her debut single “No More” was an
instant hit on FM-95.7.
She st a r ted si ng i ng
when she was nine years
old and has navigated
her way through the
past decade with that
“born to perform” mentality—and it’s starting
to pay off.
Högni
It might be strange to
see Högni Egi lsson’s
name on a “debutantes”
list. As a member of
Hjaltalín he’s an award
w i n ner, a nd he’s i n
t he prol i f ic a nd ever-changing pop-dance
collective GusGus. In
2014 Högni premiered
HE, his first solo project, at Sónar Reykjavík.
He’s a choir boy and
a frontman, he’s folk,
house, rock and pop.
He’s Heraclitus’s proverbial river—always
there, never the same.
Hatari
There is something demanding
about Hatari. The singer’s gravel
voice has the same appeal as a
deep-tissue massage—it hurts,
but feels amazing. Thumping
rhythms drag the dark lyrics
along, forcing listeners to, as
Hatari say: “dance or die.”
Helgi Jóns
This one might go far: expect to
find him on your Spotify Discover page under Snug and Easy
Rock.
Hinemoa
Hinemoa drifted onto the scene

in 2014 w ith their soft and
dreamy single “Í Rökkuro.” In
2015 they released their singles
“Running Amongst the Stars”
and “Bye Bye Birdie,” which
floated up the charts of the national radio Rás 2, and hovered
there for the next six weeks.

For Huga r, that someth i ng
might be working with Björk,
Sigur Rós, Ólafur Árnalds and
Jóhan n Jóhan sson, or their
well-crafted arrangements, or
build-ups that go from subtle to
blissful to powerful. Maybe “it”
is luck. We’re not sure what it
is—but it’s working.
IamHelgi
IamHelgi is an experienced 101
producer who’s worked in Reykjavík’s hip-hop and pop scene
for years as a beatmaker, and as
half of hip-hop duo Úlfur Úlfur.
Now it’s time for his first Airwaves solo set. Also: we forgive
you, Helgi, for remixing Justin
Bieber.

asdfhg.

Glowie

aYia

Hórmónar
The five members of HórMónar
(“Whoremoans”) didn’t have a
blueprint for their band when
they met up in a garage in
Garðabær—in fact, they didn’t
have much musical experience
at all. Working with the belief
that creating music shouldn’t be
a process exclusive to those with
the technical skill, they entered
Músiktilraunur earlier this year,
and won first prize.
Hugar
When you start racking up the
‘k’s on your SoundCloud counts,
you’re doing something right.

JFDR
If you’ve listened to Icelandic
music in recent years, Jófríður
should need no introduction.
Even Björk mentioned Jófríður
as one of her inspirations in
a recent Guardian interview.
She’s the electrifying vocalist of
Samaris, half of the enchanting
duo Pascal Pinon, and a member
of Gangly. And as a solo artist,
she’s nothing short of magic.
Konsulat
This duo create some intriguingly light and lo-fi spaghetti
western-inflected sounds with
drum machine, slide g uitar
and organ. Everything sounds
slightly out of tune and held
together with tape, in the best
possible way.
Kosmodod
Þórður—aka Doddi, aka Kosmo-

dod—is the producer of electronic trio Samaris, and co-founder
of Berlin/Reykjavík label Sweaty
Records. Solo, he goes by Kosmodod, cranking out spacey
bangers one after another.
Kórus
Kórus is a supergroup/choir/collective of musicians and artists
from around Reykjavík that get
together and sing every week. On
a given night you might hear new
material from Valgeir Sigurðsson or an electric collaboration
with Kira Kira. Kórus combine
all the best things to make something even better.
Krakk & Spaghettí
Six years ago some kids called
Earl Sweatshirt, Tyler
the Creator and Domo
Genesis took to the LA
streets donning bucket hats and rappi ng
about hating Barbra
Streisand. At first it
was hard to take them
seriously, but by virtue
of their really not giving a fuck, people did.
Krakk og Spaghettí have
a similar aesthetic (minus the extreme crime).
The trio began by writing raps “mostly to be
funny on Twitter… we
discovered you don’t actually have to be cool to
rap,” they say. As those
bucket hat s showed
us, maybe it’s better if
you’re not.
Kreld
Kristján Eldjárn is a member
of electro-pop band Sykur, but
now he’s exploring darker paths
as Kreld. “Way Low” is his first
song—a bass-heavy dive into the
depths, with gasps of vocals by
himself and Jófríður. Promising.
Kristin Thora
Kristin Thora is a classically
trained violist and composer. While living in LA she was
encouraged to produce a solo
acoustic album, released with
VDSQ Records earlier this year.
The album is a fusion of her experimental compositions, field
recordings, and acoustic guitar.
Landaboi$
Landaboi$ started as a group
of five school friends making
an “industrial” trap sound that
makes you feel like you’re bounc-
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ing on your heels in a warehouse
somewhere, even if you’re just
sitting in Te og Kaffi.
Ljóðfæri
Þórarinn and Halldór Eldjárn are
a father-son duo who compose
musical-poetry performances,
using Þórarinn’s poems and
found sounds: typewriters, telephones, and keyboards. Their
setup is more reminiscent of a late-90s cubicle
job than a DJ station.

high, timeless and sometimes
ephemeral.

who credits J Dilla for her R&B
influence.

Puffin Island
Puffin Island are a Beatles-loving band who carry the 60s pop
torch into 2016.

RuGl
Ragn heiður Benediktsdóttir
and Guðlaug Helgadóttir started RuGl together when they
were just fourteen years old.
Earlier this year. The two school
friends formed to compete
in this year’s Músíktilraunir,
where they were applauded for
their compositions and vocal
arrangements. To say they’re
fresh faces on the scene would
be an understatement.

Rímnaríki
Area codes are a big display in
American hip-hop. Ask Ludac-

Major Pink
This sextet combine to
create a lot of energy.
The title track to their
recent EP, ‘Take The
Abuse’, is a good sample: it starts off calm
and synthy and gradually builds to a crescendo.
Magnús Jóhann
Jazz music is kind of like
a quilt. A good jazz musician stitches together
disparate patches of
rhy th m and cadence
into one smooth material. Magnús plays with
metal, f un k and pop
bands, sewing his influences into an eclectic
jazz sound.
Moji & The
Midnight Suns
A cha nce encou nter
u nder t he m id n ig ht
sun drew Moji, Bjarni,
and Frosti Jón—Moji &
The Midnight Suns—
together on summer
vacation a year ago.
Though they’ve released
just two singles together, their debut album
is set for release a fortnight before Airwaves.
Mælginn
There are a LOT of rappers on the scene this year. Malgænn stands out by working
with collaborators from all over
the scene—from Amabadama to
Útidúr—for the beats and music.
One Week Wonder
You know a band is spacebound
when they cite Pink Floyd, Air
and Ennio Morricone as influences. This trio met in 2014,
churning out tracks using vintage instruments and a 24-track
tape recorder. Their songs are

Hórmónar

RuGl

Krakk & Spaghettí

ris. Ask Warren G, Nate Dogg,
and Snoop. Ask Dre (still got love
for the streets, reppin’ 213…).
Last year Rímnaríki dropped
their breakout tune and car-video “111,” which pays homage to
their main ground Breiðholt
(and also to municipal numbering systems). But you can see
them in 101 this Airwaves.
Rósa Guðrún Sveinsdóttir
Rósa is a soothing, jazzy Icelandic songwriter and saxophonist

Sigga Soffía & Jónas Sen
Sigga Soffía is a dancer and
choreographer from Reykjavík,
k now n for her combination
of first-rate dancers and fireworks. Jónas Sen has toured as
Björk’s keyboardist, and collaborated on the production of ‘Biophilia’. Witness the combustion
as these two stars collide.
SiGRÚN
In August, SiGRÚN released
‘Hringsjá’, an experimental electronic album made by combining everyday sounds in ways that
turn out (mostly) musical. Conversely, as a singer she’s toured
with Sigur rós and the American
group Florence + The Machine…
an interesting mixture.
Skrattar
Skrattar combines the tricks
and talents of Muck frontman
Karl Torsten and Fufanu/russian.girls’ Guðlaugur. As anglophile duo Skrattar, they’ve

released two short albums and
were on the goth-pun k-hiphop-and-more compi lation,
‘Myrkramakt II’.
Steinar
Steinar has a real feel-good
flow. And he should feel good—
in 2013, at 18 years old, his debut
single topped his homeland’s
singles chart. His recent singles
are songs you want to have at
your beach party, where they’re
handing out free coca-cola in
glass bottles.
sxsxsx
Close contact is a catalyst for collaboration
in Reykjavík. Helgi and
Björn of Úlfur Úlfur
spent so much time
making beats together, they decided the
collaboration needed a
name: sxsxsx was born.
It’s hip-hop influenced,
but they’ve also worked
with dance-pop group
Milkywhale.
Tófa
This five-member fem a le -f r ont e d p u n k
band started last year,
soon releasing their
first LP, ‘Fleet wood
Max’. Consistent with
their identity of juxtaposition, it features
songs with titles like
“Coastlines” immediately following “Skreem 4 me
RVK.” Do your hair and kick
some ass.
Tómas Jónsson
Thirty years ago, the year 2000
was the subject of sci-fi movies
like 'Blade Runner', 'Brazil' and
'Back to the Future'. Today, those
movies have a nostalgic vision
of what was to come—past futures. Tómas’ work brings this to
mind, using a retro palette for a
futuristic sound.
Valby Bræður
Fast-paced Icelandic rap revolving around the popular themes
of drug use and car-videos. The
twist: these guys name-check
Hafnarfjörður, home of the Viking House.
Þriðja Hæðin
Big aggressive rap 1993 style.
Think Onyx at Olís filling their
Capris with candies.
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AT THE NORDIC
HOUSE REYKJAVÍK
Wednesday November 2
13:00 SARAJANE (DE)
14:00 Wayward
15:00 Bláskjár
16:00 Omotrack
17:00 Andy Svarthol
18:00 Strange Boy (UK)
Thursday November 3
13:00 Silja Johannesen (FO)
14:00 Magnetosphere
15:00 Ghost of Greenland
16:00 Hanna Sólbjört
17:00 Hinemoa
18:00 Anatomy Of Frank (US)
Friday November 4
13:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
14:00 TBA
15:00 Small Time Giants (GL)
16:00 Rökkvi (FO)
17:00 VAR
18:00 X-Heart (SE/IS)
Saturday November 5
13:00 VIL (IS/DK)
14:00 Einar Indra
15:00 Mikael Lind (IS/SE)
16:00 Hráefni
17:00 Mosi Musik
18:00 Birth Ctrl
Sunday November 6
13:00 Vinyl market (13:00–17:00)
13:00 Man In between (ES)
14:00 Heidatrubador
15:00 Svavar Knútur
16:00 Kristín Þóra
Further information at nordichouse.is

Experience Music & Art & Food.
Special Airwaves offers at AALTO Bistro.
Facebook.com/norraenahusid

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 5517030, www.nordichouse.is
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Five essential
LPs from
the Whale
Watching crew

Nico Muhly - Mothertongue
An instant classic upon its release, boldly clashing together
ideas of what song and composition can be, and how they
can intertwine. Each of its three
equally astounding parts were
made with a key collaborator; the
finale, made with Sam Amidon, is
heart-rending.

Words John Rogers
Photo Art Bicnick

Bedroom Community
Turns Ten
Introducing the label’s
newest addition, Jodie Landau
Jodie Landau is a young composer a nd performer who’s
been getting around in 2016.
We caught up with him on a
weekend layover as he travelled
back to his native LA following a ten-day European swing
as part of the Whale Watching
Tour—an ambitious ensemble
concert series featuring the
stars of Iceland’s most respected record label, Bedroom Community.
“It went by so quickly!” Jodie
exclaims, sipping tea and sinking into a chair on a rainy afternoon. “But then, even though
we started out just a week ago, it
feels like four months...”
The Whale Watching Tour
is an ongoing live project that’s
toured widely, including dates
in the US, the UK and Europe.
The shows are quite a special
presentation: Nico Muhly emcees from behind the piano,
introducing each piece; the
players step into and out of the
limelight to sing, solo, play accompanying parts and improvise over the other composers’

works in impressively fluid and
natural collaboration.

Different voices
For Jodie, collaboration comes
naturally. “In LA, I’m in a collective called Wild Up, and we’re
constantly playing other composers’ pieces,” he explains.
“But even within my own music,
I like different voices. When I
started my album, I didn’t have
a concept of what the album
was going to be about—it was
just: ‘I’m going to write pieces,
and I’m going to get these other composers to write pieces.’
I wanted those other voices to
be represented, and for them to
give me something that is ‘of
my voice,’ but not coming from
me.”
This approach is mirrored
in the Whale Watching Tour.
“We fill in each other’s holes a
little bit,” says Jodie. “It felt very
much like that on the tour—
hopping between Nico’s music,
and Daníel Bjarnason’s music,
and Valgeir Sigurðsson’s music.

We all have thematic and vocabulary similarities, but at the
same time are worlds apart. It’s
musically very satisfying.”

In the greenhouse
Bedroom Community is based
around the Greenhouse Studio in
Breiðholt, where the musicians
write, record, collaborate, and
sometimes even live. “The atmosphere of Greenhouse is the
biggest thing in coming here and
recording in Iceland,” enthuses
Jodie. “It’s a home, too, so you’re
not entering a space with this
‘official’ energy. You arrive, leave
your shoes at the door, and get
offered a cup of tea. In LA, I make
most of my music at home, so
to have that feeling here is very
comforting. It feels like things
can happen easily there.”
Jodie will return to Iceland
for Airwaves, when the Whale
Watching Tour will be brought
to Harpa for a special show with
the Iceland Symphony Orchestra.
“I keep coming back,” he smiles,
“whether it’s en route to Europe,
or for Airwaves, or to do some recording. It’s nice to have a place
that suddenly feels like home. It’s
very natural and organic. I’m in
great company, and for the new
and young one in the group, I feel
incredibly welcomed.”
See the Whale Watching Tour at
Harpa’s Eldborg Hall on November
3rd (extra ticket required).

Ben Frost - A U R O R A
I once overheard Ben Frost being
asked: “What kind of music do you
make?” After a loaded ten-second pause, he answered, simply:
“Loud.” ‘A U R O R A’ is the finest
synthesis of his mission to date:
a collection of super-powered
tracks that threaten to break out
of the speakers at any time.
Sam Amidon - All Is Well
At the other end of the volume
spectrum sits Sam Amidon, an eccentric performer who grew up
playing traditional (often Appalachian) folk songs. The liner note:
“All songs are traditional, public
domain” is deceptively simple.
Sam “recomposes” each songs
until they both respect and transcend their roots.
Daníel Bjarnason - Processions
Daníel is a straight-up composer
for orchestra. But, somewhat predictably, his work is anything but
simple. ‘Processions’ is an album
that ducks and weaves restlessly,
creating a sense of deep unease,
whether through intense, spiralling compositions that feel like
they’re about to tumble from the
rails dramatically, or via plucked
and bowed string arrangements
that refuse to let the listener off
the hook.
Valgeir Sigurðsson
- Architecture of Loss
Valgeir founded Bedroom Community with Nico Muhly, and he’s
the producer who defines the
sound of the label. His solo works
are few and far between, but offer an insight into the cross-disciplinary aesthetic that colours
BedCom’s output. ‘Architecture
of Loss’ is the most recent: a rich
electro -acoustic offering re leased in 2012.
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Varma is dedicated to maintaining Icelandic tradition in developing, designing and manufacturing quality garments and
accessories from the best Icelandic wool and sheepskin shearling.
All Varma products are made in Iceland.
Varma is available in various tourist shops around Iceland
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“One of the worst problems
of literary events is the ‘hostage
situation’ feel of the whole thing.”
Are you safe to enter Airwords?

Words Ciarán Daly

Whether you’re a musician or
a festivalgoer, Airwaves is a
messy week for all involved.
Thursday is the second night of
the festival proper, but if you’re
any thing like the dedicated
Reykvíkingar in attendance, it
could be your fourth night on
the go. So whether you’re looking for an oasis in the chaos, or
you just fancy a nice sit-down,
Airwords could end up being the
highlight of your festival.
The desire for a literar y
showcase during Airwaves first
manifested itself in the form
of an off-venue “poetry jam
session” run by local publisher
Meðgönguljóð (Partus Press),
which paired up local poets
with musicians. The experiment worked—today, Airwords
is an annual fixture of Harpa’s
Kaldalón stage that combines
performance poetry, music, and
“readings from the cutting edge
of Icelandic literature,” explains
Andri Snær Magnason, leading
contemporary author, former
presidentia l candidate, and
founder of Airwords.
“I was abroad during Airwaves one year,” he explains,

“and thought it was a shame
to be travelling at a time when
all these people had flown to
Iceland because of the culture.
Music and poetry have always
been intertwined here in Iceland. There is music in words—
and over the years, we’ve found
that people are in the mood for
a different kind of concentration. The event has fit better
into the music festival than I
ever imagined.”

Single
jackass
This year, electronic “wordbased” musicians such as Tonik Ensemble, einarIndra, Coals,
and Amnesia Scanner take to
the stage alongside poets Ásta
Fanney, Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl,
and Bubbi Morthens—a musician who’s soundtracked the
last 35 years of Iceland’s history,
and is now turning his talents
towards poetry.
One name on the lineup
stands out in particular, however. Crispin Best (pictured),
whom VICE referred to as “Lon-

don’s most original and oddest
poet” is an upcoming artist—
and a total Airwaves newbie.
“One of the worst problems
of literary events is the ‘hostage situation’ feel of the whole
thing,” says Crispin, bluntly.
“Everyone is stiff and quiet,
nobody is allowed to leave, and
a single jackass is in control of
everyone’s experience. I think
writers reading at music festivals are way more aware and engaged with this idea, and tend to
put the audience at the centre of
the experience more. The whole
festival experience necessarily
punctures egos a bit—in a great
way—and the performers are
usually in the same messy state
as the audience, so everything
tends to be a bit warmer round
the edges.”

Dusty
white dudes

Crispin is arriving at Airwaves
on the back of touring a poetry collection published by
Faber earlier this year, which
was well-received by excited,

open-minded audiences. It also
led to public threats in a national newspaper from “a few old
dusty white dudes.” So is this
year’s experimental line-up indicative of a wider trend in poetry? “I don’t think poetry as a
‘whole’ is particularly becoming
experimental,” says Crispin.
“It’s always fussing at the various edges of itself. I do think at
the moment it’s expanding in
a lot of different directions at
once, so there are more trails of
breadcrumbs leading away from
the middle ground. It’s miserable there.”
So what can we look forward
to from his set this year? “In
terms of my set, I always try to
read at least one thing that’s
pretty new, so expect a huge exclusive that is also completely
unfinished. I’ll probably only
finalise what I’m going to read
about a couple of minutes before
I start. A good thing about being
on your own is that you can react instantly to what mood the
room seems to be in, and what
people are enjoying… or not.”
Airwords is at Harpa on Nov 3.
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All That Shines And Shivers
A journey into the ever-expanding universe of Björk

Words Parker Yamasaki
Photo Santiago Felipe
In Björk’s ideal fantasy life she
spends all of her time writing
music, cued by the cycles of the
moon. “When the new moon
comes, I’d go under, like a submarine,” she explains, motioning up and down with her arms.
“On a full moon it all comes out.
Then I’d descend back down
toward the new moon. Whatever happens between two full
moons is enough material for a
song. Between two full moons
you’re a different enough person that the songs will always
be different. It seems like a natural cycle.”
Of course, life isn’t so exact.
Her most recent album, ‘Vulnicura’, was leaked two months
in advance of its release date.
“When ‘Vulnicura’ was leaked,
me and James [Merry] looked at

each other and were just like,
okay, let’s surrender,” she says.
“Let’s just let it do its thing.”
That attitude of surrender
has been consistent in this album, from the writing of the
opening lines to the planning of
performances. ‘Vulnicura’ was
written rapidly in the wake of a
searing divorce—by no means
att uned to the tides of the
moon. “I’ve been trying to ride
this beast ‘Vulnicura’ and just
be true to it,” Björk explains,
“so it’s been very improvised. I
think it suits the subject matter
to present it this way. It is a nice
counterpoint to the severity of
the contents.”
The organic development of
the work itself has carried into
her tour and into the accompanying virtual reality exhibition,

Björk Digital. “I’m at a place
in my life where I’m really enjoying not making plans,” she
says. “Each album I’ve done,
I’ve toured less and less. Part
of what I’m enjoying about this
Björk Digital exhibition is that it
changes from month to month.
There is no master plan.”

Tune with a view
2007’s ‘Volta’ and, especially,
2011’s ‘Biophilia’ plunged Björk
into the world of programming
and app creation, which evolved
into a fascination with virtual
reality. The content of ‘Vulnicura’ is so physically invasive, Björk
explains, that it takes something
like a VR experience to display
the power that she herself felt in
the music. The track “Notget,” for

instance—whose completed VR
form will premier with the exhibition in Reykjavík—“is about
having a heart wound, sewing it
up yourself, and then starting to
somersault and tumble into the
sky,” Björk says. “In a music video that would look too simplistic,
but with a tool like VR the person
listening to the song is sewing
up his or her own chest and somersaulting and flying through
the sky. That’s pretty powerful.
It matches ‘Vulnicura’.”
Since the beginnings of her
career Björk’s music has had a
visual—even visceral—presence. Her second solo album
‘Post’ was accompanied by music videos from Michel Gondry
and Spike Jonze. In 1999 Chris
Cunningham famously brought
to life the love story between

Ten points for
heartbreak
VR opened into another unforeseeable expanse for Björk. “After
Björk Digital in Australia and
Tokyo I found a nice surprise:
that there was quite a feminist
statement here,” she says. In
September, New York Magazine
featured Björk in their cover
story “In Virtual Reality, Women Run The World.” The field,
still in infancy, has no boundaries, no systems, and no hierarchies. This creates an opportunity for a high proportion of
women to enter the notoriously
male-dominated tech world in
positions across the board—financial, technical, and design
alike. Similar to the way the
‘Vulnicura’ and Björk Digital
tour are developing, the virtual
reality world is being created as
we speak. Organically. At Björk’s
command.
She grew up “rolling her
eyes” at her radical feminist
mother who “was always moaning about how guys were horrible,” she relates. “I was just kind

of like okay, that’s great. You
did that for your generation. My
generation is not about moaning, it’s about just going out and
doing things, and then presenting it once it’s done, so you can
be like: ‘Look what I’ve done, I’m
equal to the guys.’”
In the past t wo or three
years, however, Björk noticed a
new place to voice her feminist
concerns. Or, rather, to un-voice
them. A place in the music. “One
thing I can do to support young
women in the music industry,”
she says, “is to adjust how we
talk about what we do apart
from just being singer-songwriters.”
Recently Björk was talking
with fellow singer/producer/
mix-master-badass-lady-musicians M.I.A. and Peaches, wondering: “Why do people think
that some guy turns up and does
all the studio shit, and then we
turn up and sing?”
“Maybe it’s because we don’t

talk about it,” she answers.
“There are no photos of us at the
mixing desk.” She decided that
her “way of being a feminist”
would include speaking more
blatantly about the music she
composes. And also getting a
photograph of M.I.A. at the mixing desk.
‘Bioph i lia’ and ‘Vu ln ic ura’ were released a few years
apart. W hi le ‘Biophi lia’ revolved around her interests in
musicolog y, technolog y and
education, ‘Vulnicura’ sprang
from heartbreak. “A lot of journalists didn’t know what to do
with ‘Biophilia’,” says Björk.
“Because I didn’t write about my
boyfriend or not-boyfriend, they
were like, ‘Uuuh, this is a failure. She didn’t score any points
on the emo-love-affair scale.’”
‘Vulnicura,’ on the other hand,
has been one of her best-received albums. It’s a fact that
she doesn’t dwell on, but at the
same time, can’t tune out. “The

The planetary scheme
For the London premiere of
‘Vulnicura’, Björk performed,
for the first time, without any
beats or outside production.
‘Vulnicura Strings’ is an orchestra and voice version of
the album that she composed
and released in November of
last year. “I was really blessed in England,” she says. “I
got really good reviews of the
shows—but not one person
mentioned the arrangements.
All of the emphasis was on my
divorce. That’s kind of typical.”
She plans to perform ‘Vulnicura Strings’ for her Airwaves
shows as well.
But Björk is not ungrateful.
In fact, she mentions repeatedly
how “spoiled” she is with attention, and how lucky she feels to
have people interested in her
work after all these years. The
longevity of her career speaks to
her instinctive curiosity to disassemble and reassess the world
around her; the Sugarcubes’
1988 “Television Talk” footage
provides a testament to the former, her voyages into virtual reality a testament to the latter. As
long as there is the universe to
be examined—whether on the
sub-atomic level of heartbreak,
or the planetary scheme—Björk
remains curious, and creating.
So while syncing up with the
moon is romantic, maybe it’s
more in her nature to make the
stars shake.
Björk plays Harpa Eldborg on Nov
5 and 8. Additional tickets are required.

N O R T H E N L I G H T S BY B O AT
BEST VALUE DEAL!

Just combine your two favorites boat tours and use the same ticket to visit the Whales of
Iceland exhibition and Aurora Reykjavík The Northern Lights Center for FREE any time you like

W H A L E W H ATC H I N G -From R ey kj av ík
Reykjavík Sailors - Mýrargata 26 - Tel +354 571-2222 - www.reykjaviksailors.is
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“With a tool like VR the
person listening to
the song is sewing up
his or her own chest
and somersaulting
and flying through
the sky. That's pretty
powerful.”

little prankster in the back of
my head goes: ‘Okay, so if I sing
love and heartbreak I get a ten,
but if I sing about crystals I’ve
failed,’” she says.
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two robots for “All Is Full Of
Love.” Last year, the MoMA in
New York ex hibited a retrospective of audios, visuals, artifacts and everything quintessentially “Björk” from the past
two decades.
“When I write a song it’s always very visual and very physical,” Björk says. “I think most
people who write music are
like that. For example, I might
be writing and all of the stars
above me are shivering, and I
want to make a sound for that.
When you say that to someone
it’s kind of like: ‘Okay, you’ve got
a problem.’ But in VR you can
just make the stars shiver, and
match it to the song.”
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stuff that I am generally very
excited about. A friend told me
the other day that every new
idea I tell him about, is just a
slight variation of one generic
idea I have. The funny thing is,
he’s absolutely right. I am very
fond of the idea of generative
music, and making two worlds
collide, the physical world and
the digital. The idea of creating
a computer program that ultimately leads to a string being
plucked or a drum being struck
is so strong. Because it combines the randomness of life
and creation with the cold and
mathematical digital world. The
audience relates to it on a different level, as it’s suddenly visible
and tangible instead of being
trapped inside a computer-box
(and could just be playback, nobody knows :-P)
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Words Sveinbjörn Pálsson
Photo Hörður Sveinsson

Robo-Core
Halldór Eldjárn's sprightly
robots come to life
Halldór Eldjárn made a name for
himself at an early age as a part
of the electro-pop group Sykur.
This coming Airwaves festival he’s
debuting a new project, focusing
on generative music and robotics, with an online twist. Aptly
enough, we caught up with him
online, for a chat in Google Docs,
to find out more.
What’s the gist of your project
for this year’s Airwaves?

Drum machines, drummer robots, a human drummer (me), a
self-playing mini-harp (dubbed
Harper Lee) and synthesizers.
My brother Úlfur Eldjárn is joining me on stage to help me control all of this. Hopefully he’ll be
playing an electric saxophone!
My music is algorithmical
and my algorithms are music.
Hopefully I’ll get to enjoy one
song of the set as a member
of the audience, if I manage to

teach my robots to compose
music as well.
So some of the music will be
self-composed?
Self-composed, or at least inspired and created in the moment by algorithms. I think that
could be pretty cool, to have the
music be generated by a computer onstage and played with
robotic instruments. An endto-end approach.
… Making yourself unnecessary?
That should be the ultimate
goal of every musician (LOL). At
least I could call myself selfless
for doing so...
There’s no self on the stage, at
least. Has this idea been with
you for long?
Well, this is an incarnation of

And you’re inviting the audience to participate?
My self-playing harp is so much
fun to play with, that it has given me ideas for new songs just
playing around with it—making
it play insanely fast, for example.
To clarify, the harp is built out
of a small IKEA bookcase and
has 16 strings, each of which has
a small motor (called a solenoid)
that strikes the string when ordered to do so. Each motor can
strike each string 100 times per
second at the fastest. I want to
invite people to play around
with the harp so I will host a live
feed (soon) where people will
be able to mention the harp on
Twitter followed by a string of
note names (CCCEDDDFEEDDC
for example) and the harp will
play it! Follow @RoboticHarp on
Twitter to participate!
Your band, Sykur, will also
be performing at the festival,
what’s up with them sykurs I
ask in a question I will rewrite
to sound more smart like?
Sykur is alive and kicking, although we haven’t released an
LP/EP in years. But we have
some nice stuff cookin’ and the
band is ever-young and experimenting with some new songs
that will make their way eventually into the physical world. We
are playing at KEX on October
22 and, of course, at Iceland Airwaves, where you can hear our
new material!
See Halldór at Gamla Bíó on Saturday Nov 5, at 20:00
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Crazy-Waves

Where to get your drink on at Airwaves

Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Horður Sveinsson

Airwaves is a delightful five
days—a chance to hang out with
friends, catch some favorite
acts, find some new favorites,
and, of course, get drunk (unless you’re sober, then you can
eat some skyr or something). If
this is your first time in Iceland,
you won’t have time to sample
every bar—trust me, Reykjavík
has a lot of them—but don’t
worr y. We at The Reyk jav í k
Grapevine have you covered.
Our staff is full of barflies. You
couldn’t have asked for a better
guide.

Starting
the night
A ir waves concerts start
around 19-20:00 each night, so
there’s ample time for a drink
or two around Reykjavík to get
you hyped and in the mood for
music.
For cocktail lovers, look no
further than Geiti Smart, the
new restaurant/bar at the Canopy hotel on Hverfisgata. The

place is relatively un k now n
still—you probably won’t hear
about it from your Icelandic
friend or Airbnb host—but the
cocktails there are on point and
amongst the best in Reykjavík.
It’s a sophisticated but quirky
place, and they also have an
amazing wine selection.
If you’re looking for something a bit rowdier, Bar Ananas—the preferred tiki bar of
the downtown crowd—also has
some great tropical-themed
aperitifs. It’s a bit grungier,
but it’s more of a local hot spot.
Another good cocktail option
is Slippbarinn—who of ten
change their menu and include
Icelandic ingredients for unusual flavours—and Sæta Svínið, a
new gastropub on Ingólfstorg.
If beer is more your thing,
check out the microbreweries Kaldi on K lapparstíg ur
and Mikkeller & Friends on
Hverfisgata. Mikkeller is more
expensive, but it always has
twenty craft beers on the taps,
including some eye-watering
sour ales. Kaldi is a cosy alternative, and more of a hangout

spot, with couches, a piano and
a smoking area.
They also have one Kaldi
beer on tap at Reykjavík institution Kaffibarinn. There are
six beers to try, so it’s a smaller
selection, but it’s pretty much
guaranteed to be a good time.
And they have soup now!

Ending
the night
The last concert of Airwaves
ends just when bars close, but
if you want to skip the last acts
and get a taste of true Reykjavík
nightlife, there are a plethora of
options.
For hip-hop and rap lovers,
Prikið is where you want to be.
A haunt of the 101 rats and Adidas enthusiasts of Iceland, this
bar gets pretty crazy on weekends. And if you’re lucky, you
might meet the hip-hop musicians you just saw playing at the
festival. Pro tip: It’s also a great
place for a hangover breakfast
the next day.

If you want something a little more like Berghain, Paloma
is the closest you’ll get in Reykjavík. The basement is somewhat infamous around town:
it’s dark and smoky, and you
never know quite what you’ll
find down there.
But Kaffibarinn is, again,
always a reliably fun option—
there are DJs every night, a tiny,
packed dance f loor, a seated
backroom, and a yard to chat
and smoke in. You’re essentially always going to have a
good time there, whatever your
mood.
If you’re after a pop singalong, try Kiki—Reykjavík’s gay
bar—which is just a street away.
It’s great if you want to dance.
Or are gay.
But the thing about Airwaves
is that no matter what bar you
go to, every patron will have the
same goal: to have fun. So, sure,
take our recommendations, but
don’t be afraid to venture off the
beaten path and find your own
favourite places. After all, beer
is beer is beer, wherever you
choose to go.
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Dining

Activities
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Best Of
Reykjavík

Best Vegetarian
Meal

Best
Gallery

Airwaves Edition
Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

Kaffi Vínyl has quickly become a staple of
101’s growing vegetarian dining scene.
They have a completely vegan menu, and
there’s always the crackle of vinyl in the
air. Kaffi Vínyl sticks to its vegan guns
when it comes to coffee, too—try their
oat milk latte and cappuccino.

Best Goddamn
Restaurant

As you’re wandering the city you might notice some piles of our sister publication: Grapevine’s Best Of Reykjavík 2016. This magazine
is dedicated to the finest restaurants, funnest days out, steamiest
hot pots and liveliest happy hours the city has to offer. Here, we’ve
filtered the winners down here to nine categories that festivalgoers
might find super useful. But if you’re looking for something more
specific, or have some extra days to fill, pick up a copy of the full
Best of Reykjavík mag, or check out grapevine.is/bestof for more. JR

Shopping

i8

Tryggvagata 16
The i8 gallery goes from strength to
strength with their stable of top-notch
Icelandic artists, as well as some
renowned international players. It’s the
gallery that represents Ragnar Kjartansson, the playful multi-media artist
who’s basically the spirit animal of the
Icelandic arts scene.

Best Shop For Local
Design

Best Place To Buy
A Wool Sweater

Best
Pool

Snaps

Kraum

Handprjónasambandið

Neslaug

Snaps is an atmospheric bistro beloved
by locals. The bacalao is amazing, the
french onion soup makes you forget
about the wind and the rain, their lamb
steak with crispy fries and homemade
bearnaise is maybe the best in town.
They also do a stellar espresso martini.

Opened in 2007 as a collaboration between two dozen local designers, Kraum
sells work by over 100 local artists and
designers. You’ll find everything here
from unique souvenirs to an Icelandic
take on everyday items like stationary,
handbags, raincoats and jewellery.

The name of this store translates as
“Hand Knitting Society of Iceland.” Their
stock comes from dozens of contributors from around the country, who make
traditional knitted wool sweaters and
other garments. Treat it like the wand
shop in Harry Potter, and let the sweater
choose you.

Reykjavík’s oldest pool is Sundhöllin, and
it’s a great choice for Airwaves because
of its downtown location. But for those
with some free time and a sense of
adventure, you could also try Neslaug, a
tucked-away pool on the Seltjarnarnes
peninsula. There’s a nice jacuzzi, and the
pool is filled with salt water, so you feel
buoyant when you do laps.

Best
Cheap Meal

Best Place For Icelandic
Fashion Design

Best Second
Hand Store

Best
Day Trip

Kiosk

Kolaportið

Hvalfjörður

Kolaportið is a huge indoor weekend
flea market filled with bric-a-brac, used
clothes, unusual foods, lópapeysur and
smoking accessories. You could end up
leaving this place with some sour whale
blubber under one arm of your newly
purchased fur coat. It’s a deal-scavenger’s heaven, and a germophobe’s

If you have a hire car and a day to fill,
you could try going off the beaten
track to Hvalfjörður. You could hike to
Glymur, the tallest waterfall in Iceland,
see an old whaling station, visit a sign
marking where Churchill came to see
submarines, and finish by learning about
a wizard who turned into a whale at the
Borgarnes settlement centre.

Þórsgata 1

Noodle Station
Laugavegur 86

Noodle Station is a soup café towards
the top of Laugavegur. You can smell the
coriander for metres around this place.
You can ask for it to be extra spicy, if
you dare. The vegetable option comes in
under 1000 ISK—enter hungry, and leave
with change in your pocket.

Bankastræti 7a

Laugavegur 65
Kiosk sells clothing by the best local
designers, who also staff the store on a
rotation. They’ll not only know about the
inspiration behind the clothing—chances are, they designed some of it. If you’re
a person who likes to take home something unique when you travel, this is the
place—you’ll get a garment, a story, and
probably a Facebook friend.

Skólavörðustígur 19

Tryggvagata 19

worst nightmare.

Suðurströnd 8

Route 1 North » Route 47

Cintamani — Off–venue
Iceland Airwaves
November 3rd – 5th
Bankastræti 7

Don't miss our favorite bands playing
off–venue in the window of our downtown store in Bankastræti.
THURSDAY
Nov. 3rd

17:00 Sleeping Minds
18:00 Rökkva
19:00 Big Mint

FRIDAY
Nov. 4th

17:00 Quest
18:00 Living Arrows (US)
19:00 Dikta

SATURDAY
Nov. 5th

17:00 Casio Fatso
18:00 Churchhouse Creepers

Brandenburg | sía

19:00 The Anatomy of Frank (US)
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through the racks in this vinyl
candy store, whether you’re
after specific rarities, dusty
second-hand LPs, or the latest
Icelandic and international releases.
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Smekkleysa
Laugavegur 35

Words Hrefna Björg Gylfadóttir & John Rogers
Photos Art Bicnick

A Vinyl Lover's
Guide to Reykjavík
Downtown Reykjavík has some
g r e a t i n d e p e n d e nt r e c or d
stores, all of which sell LPs by
Icelandic artists that you might
not find elsewhere. So if—or
more li kely, when—you fal l
head over heels for some Icelandic band during Airwaves, here
are the places where you might
be able to track down their music. And just for fun, we threw in
some nice cafés that have record
players where you can get a coffee, listen to vinyl, and look over
what you bought.

clamp on the headphones, and
relax for a while. You’ll always
find something to your liking
here, especially because the super-nice staff are always willing
to recommend Icelandic bands
you might like based on your
taste.

Smekkleysa (“Bad Taste” in English) is a record label and creative collective that grew from
Reykjavík’s punk scene in the
1980s. Today, it’s also a bright
green record store with a fine
selection of CDs and vinyl on
offer.

Stofan

Vesturgata 3

Reykjavík Record Shop

Kaffi Vínyl

Stop by the small but homey Reykjavík Record Shop on
Klapparstígur. After admiring
their collection of old and new
vinyl, and perhaps finding an
album to take home, head over
to Skólavörðustígur.

This relatively new café-bar is
a great lunch stop, and always
has the crackle of vinyl in the air
as the staff and customers pick
LPs to play from their record
collection. Pick something out,
and try something from their
all-vegan menu.

Klapparstígur 35

Hverfisgata 76

If you want somewhere to recharge and look through your
purchases, we recommend the
Stofan café. They have soups,
snacks and pastries, and the
staff play chilled out music in
the daytime with DJs playing relaxed sets most evenings.

Mengi

Óðinsgata 2

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1

Start the day off with a cup of
“Kaffismiðjan” and a croissant at Reyk jav í k Roasters.
Pick a record to play from their
wide-ranging selection, and
make your own latte art. You
should be energised and ready
for the day.

12 Tónar

Skólavörðustígur 15

This classic music shop has been
located at Skólavörðustígur 15
since 1998. Pick out some records, settle into one of the
comfortable sofas with a coffee,

Lucky Records
Rauðarárstígur 10

When it comes to sheer quantity of records on offer, Lucky
Record s w i n s ha nd s dow n.
It’s easy to lose an hour going

This artist-run arts and music
space has quickly become a staple of the local scene, hosting
interesting exhibits by day and
experimental performances by
night. It’s definitely worth popping in to check out the records
and objects they have on sale by
local artists in the shop area,
and to find out what events are
going on.
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Airwaves
Hangover
Guide
Words York Underwood
Photo Art Bicnick

This is my second Airwaves. I’m not a
veteran, but it’s one of the best weeks
of the year in Reykjavík. There’s so
much to do. People to meet. Parties
to crash. But, like I said, this is only
my second Airwaves—I’m not qualified to give an authentic guide to a
festival that is close to the hearts of
so many. I’ve only lived in Iceland for
just under t wo
years—which,
by my cou nt,
brings the number of hangovers
I’ve endured and
overcome in this
country to exactly 109 (at time of
writing). So one
thing I am a veteran of is hangovers.
Hangovers are about routine.
Psychologists have proven again
and again that routine is good for
the mind. All the best athletes, entertainers and top performers have
routines—systems for letting their
bodies get ready unconsciously. Following this simple guide will not
only help you get the most out of your
time here, but also give you a taste of
how great it is to live in Iceland.

You get up and
chug a bunch of
water. That will
rehydrate you,
right? Wrong!

Pitfalls and
Things To Avoid
The wave and fade: Everyone who
drinks has experienced this phenomenon. The massive calorie intake
from a night of drinking gives you
a sudden burst of morning energy.
You wake up earlier than expected,
foolishly thinking you’ve been spared

the consequences of your nighttime
revelry. THIS IS A DELUSION. Your
hangover hasn’t started. Go back to
bed. In order for any hangover cure to
work, you have to have stayed in bed
for as long as possible. This is easy in
Iceland in November. It’s dark.
Waterlogged: You get up and chug a
bunch of water. That will rehydrate
you, right? Wrong! It’s hard on your
stomach and can result in pain, or
worse: vomiting. You need to drink
water slowly over a couple of hours.
Another water-related mistake is a
cold shower. If the shock doesn’t instantly give you a headache, the clarity will only be momentary.
You’re a witch: There are no potions
that cure hangovers. You’ve just read
too many P.G. Wodehouse novels.
Hair of the dog: It doesn’t work, unless you’re still drunk—but then it
just leads to a wave and fade. If you
smoke, or decided to smoke the night
before, avoid smoking almost all day.

The Routine
1. Baptism: After you’ve slept as
long as you possibly can, you need
to get to a hot pot at one of Iceland’s
geothermal pools as soon as possible. I recommend going to an outdoor
pool such as Laugardalslaug or Vesturbæjarlaug. You’ll need about thirty minutes in one of the lower-temperature pots; then grab a drink of
water from the fountain, go to the
steam room for seven minutes, grab
a drink of water, go in a hotter pot for
five minutes, grab a drink of water,
go to the hottest pot for three to five

minutes, grab a drink of water, then
go into the regular pool, or leave.
*If you have a bit of money, and this is
a holiday, try the Laugar Spa (located
at in the same building as Laugardalslaug). Follow a similar system and take
your time.
2. Break Bread: Now it’s time to eat.
I would say there are four options:
Snaps, Coocoo’s Nest, Prikið, and
Jómfrúin (pictured above). Snaps has
a great brunch menu, atmosphere
and downtown location. Coocoo’s
Nest is for those who are staying further west, near the Grandi area. You
were probably in Prikið at some point
the night before—they have a Hangover Killer breakfast, and standard
fare like eggs, bacon and pancakes.
Jómfrúin has a wide menu of Danish-style rye bread sandwiches.
3. Resurrection: The final part of
the routine is one of the most psychologically beneficial. Go back to where
you are staying and get changed.
Take your time. The act of getting
ready and listening to music will
have you in tip-top shape for grabbing cocktails or beers. The trick is
to go slow. Once you’re dressed, it’s
time to get back on the horse: grab a
cocktail at Bar Ananas or a craft beer
at Mikkeller and Friends.
The hardest part of a hangover is the
metaphysical hangover. Be social and
laugh. You need to get excited for the
new night of music and fun. Life is
not as futile as it felt when you first
woke up and, bonus, you look and feel
great. Be at one with humanity—at
this point, you’re basically Jesus.

HANDMADE WITH LOVE
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Using only the the finest materials
and craftsmanship the Reykjavik
Raincoats are 100% waterproof
like the fisherman’s style coats
that were around in the 70’s.
Our raincoats are handmade
in rubberized cotton fabric with
double stitched seams and
welding on the inside for the
perfect protection.

THE ONLY RAINCOAT
YOU´LL EVER NEED
STORE LOCATIONS
Epal store - Harpa Concert Hall
Austurbakka 2, 101 Reykjavik
Epal Icelandic design store
Laugavegur 70, Reykjavik
Kraum Icelandic design store
Bankastræti 7, Reykjavik
THE BEST OF

ICELANDIC

Fish, Lamb
& Chicken

in original
PAKISTANI & INDIAN
curries,
TANDOORI dishes,
TANDOORI breads,

Shish Kebabs,
Vegetable Samosas,
Vegetarian specialities,
SPECIAL LUNCH
OFFERS (week days only)
SPECAIL DINNER
OFFERS(everyday)

REYKJAVIK
2012

EST 2001

PAKISTANI

TANDOORI & CURRY CUISINE

Phone: (00354) 551 0292

AUSTURSTRÆTI 4, 101 - REYKJAVIK
www.shalimar.is

Dillon
16:00 Hector Rektor
16:45 Brött Brekka
17:30 Volcanova
18:15 Owls of the
Swamp
19:00 Rythmatik
20:15 CeaseTone
21:00 Óværa
21:45 Vio
22:30 Pungsig
23:15 Churchhouse
Creepers

Aurora Reykjavík
15:00 Hástafir
16:00 Svavar Knútur
17:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)

Off-Venue
Schedule
WEDNESDAY

Bíó Paradís - Straumur
13:00 Svavar Knútur
14:00 Birth Ctrl
15:00 Andi
16:00 Andy Svarthol
17:00 Indriði
18:00 Rythmatik

12 Tónar
17:30
10-Year Anniversary
Party of Secret City
Records, feat. Jesse
Mac Cormack (CA)

Loft - Iceland Airwaves
pre-party
19:30 Ólafur Daði
20:30 Mx World (UK)
21:30 Kreld
22:30 asdfhg.
Lucky Records
15:00 Owls of the
Swamp
16:00 Rythmatik
17:00 Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
18:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
19:00 Geimfarar
20:00 Epic Rain
21:00 Teitur Magnússon
22:00 Kiriyama Family

Íslenski Barinn
14:00 Hanna Ólafsdóttir
15:00 Linda Hartmanns
16:00 Styrmir
Gunnarsson
17:00 Hemúllinn
18:00 Bríet Ísis
Kaffibarinn
17:00 Hórmónar
(Whoremoans)
18:00 Tófa
19:00 Rökkva

Dillon
16:00 Daníel
Hjálmtýsson
16:45 Jógvan (FO)
17:30 Bláskjár
18:15 Mosi Musik
19:00 Högni Egilsson

Bar 11
15:00 Ivan Mendes
15:45 Mighty Bear
16:30 SaraJane (DE)
17:15 Una Stef
18:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
18:45 Úlfur Úlfur
19:30 VAR

Paloma
NickyDigital X Bast
Magazine
21:00 East of My Youth
22:00 Conner Youngblood (US)
23:00 Yamaho

15:00 Morning Bear (US)
16:00 Blindur (IT)
17:00 Bergmál

Bryggjan Brugghús
15:00 Högni Egilsson
16:00 SXSXSX
17:00 Úlfur Úlfur
18:00 Hjaltalín

BarAnanas
16:45 Hástafir
17:30 Halakötturinn
18:15 Landaboi$
19:00 Gervisykur
19:45 Herra Hnetusmjör

Bæjarins Beztu Pylsur
16:00 Bæjarins bezta
band
16:30 Ingunn Huld
17:00 Sunnyside Road
17:30 Ragnhildur & Elín
18:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
18:30 Death of a
Scooba Fish
19:00 Gímaldinn
19:30 Helgi Valur

Nordic House
13:00 SaraJane (DE)
14:00 Wayward
15:00 Bláskjár
16:00 Omotrack
17:00 Andy Svarthol
18:00 Strange Boy (UK)

IÐA Zimsen
14:00 Owls of the
Swamp

Boston
15:15 Masi
16:00 Silkikettirnir
16:45 Quest
17:30 MONT

Aurora Reykjavík
15:00 Elín Ey
16:00 Owls of the
Swamp
17:00 Trilogia

Lucky Records
15:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
16:00 JANA
17:00 Omotrack
18:00 El Quinto Sol (MX)
19:00 Josin (DE)

Hlemmur Square
15:00 East of My Youth
16:00 Coals (PL)
17:00 Jara and Just
Another SnakeCult
18:00 Stafrænn Hákon
19:00 Hannah Lou Clark
(UK)

Borgarbókasafnið
í Grófinni
15:00 Andy Hates Us
(CH)
16:00 Svavar Knútur
17:00 Morning Bear (US)

American Bar
14:30 AVóKA
16:00 KÁ-AKÁ
17:30 Vio
19:00 Himbrimi

KEX Hostel Kex Jazz
20.30 AdHd		
22:00 Les Aventures
de President Bongo:
Tilbury perform Drama
& Transmission

Loft
Stelpur Rokka presents:
14:30 Julie Falkevik
Tungevag (NO)
15:30 Josin (DE)
16:30 RuGl, Kyrrð & Katla
Ísaks
17:30 Kvennakórinn
Katla
18:30 Kælan Mikla
19:30 Intetskjønn (NO)

Schedule subject to possible change

Prikið
16:00 AUÐUR
19:00 Nonnimal
Quest Hair, Beer &
Whisky Saloon
17:00 Rökkva
18:00 Ragnar Ólafsson
19:00 Sunnyside Road
Smekkleysa
Bad Taste Recordstore
16:00 Indriði
17:00 Gréta María

Kaffihús Vesturbæjar
17:00 GKR
18:00 Emmsjé Gauti

Friðarhús
17:00 Andy Hates Us
(CH)
18:00 Rökkva
19:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)

KEX Hostel - Live on KEXP
13:00 Suð
15.30 GANGLY
18:00 Singapore Sling
20.30 The Sonics

Geysir
17:00 East of My Youth
18:00 Sykur

The Laundromat Café
Go mobile
12:30 Axel Flóvent
15:00 Svavar Knútur
16:00 Máni Orrason
17:00 Hildur
18:00 RuGl

Grund
10.20 Soffía Björg
10.45 Boogie Trouble

Petersen Suite
17.30 CeaseTone
18.30 Máni Orrason
19.30 Árstíðir

Sólon Bistro
FEM DOME
16:00 Wayward
17:00 Magnetosphere
18:00 SaraJane (DE)
19:00 ÍRiS
19:30 Alison McNeil (US)
Tjarnarbarinn
í Tjarnarbíó
16:00 Selma og Halldór
16.50 Hjalti og Lára
17.40 Bláskjár
18.30 Sacha Bernardson
19.20 Magnetosphere

Hard Rock Café
18:00 Jón Jónsson

THURSDAY
12 Tónar
17:45 Hildur
18:30 Tófa
American Bar
14:30 CeaseTone
16:00 Hildur
17:30 AmabAdamA
19:00 Jón Jónsson
Aurora Reykjavík
15:00 Wayward
16:00 Mosi Musik
17:00 Dead Bird Lady
BarAnanas
16:15 Tálsýn
17:00 Arnljótur
17:45 Oléna (FR)
18:45 HEIDRIK (FO)
19:45 Birth Ctrl
Bar 11
15:00 Man In Between
(ES)
15:45 Skaði
16:30 Low/Mid/High
17:15 Show Me Wolves
18:00 ÍRiS
18:45 Emmsjé Gauti
19:30 Churchhouse
Creepers
Bazaar ODDSSON
Partybrunch!
12:00 Birth Ctrl
13:00 VAR
Bæjarins Beztu Pylsur
16:00 Sveinn Guðmundsson
16:30 Unijon
17:00 Bergmál
17:30 Pungsig
18:00 Tommi
18:30 Una Stef
19:00 Hinemoa
19:30 Alchemia
Bíó Paradís - Straumur
13:00 Ragnar Ólafs
14:00 Mikael Lind (SE/IS)
15:00 Skrattar
16:00 Wesen
17:00 Beliefs (CA)
18:00 Frankie Cosmos
(US)
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
16:00 Man In Between
(ES)
17:00 JANA
19:00 Gréta María
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Lucky Records
15:00 Hanna Sólbjört
16:00 Bróðir BIG
17:00 Tófa
18:00 Sleeping Minds
19:00 AVóKA
20:00 Par-Ðar
21:00 Stormur og Blíða
22:00 Stafrænn Hákon

Hard Rock Café
21:00 Á móti sól

at
a

KEX Hostel
Presented by Music
From Ireland and Feel
Good Lost
20:00 Pale Rivers (IE)
21:00 HATARI
22:00 Meltybrains? (IE)

ag

Hard Rock Café
21:00 Kontinuum

Dillon
16:00 Big Mint
16:45 Óregla
17:30 Tálsýn
18:15 Low/Mid/High
19:00 Snorri Helgason
20:15 Revenge of Calculon (UK)
21:00 MONT		
21:45 IDK I IDA
22:30 I Am Soyuz (SE)
23:15 Silja Johannensen
(FO)
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Borgarbókasafnið í
Grófinni
15:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
16:00 Jónína Aradóttir
17:00 Birth Ctrl
Boston
16:00 Hexagon Eye
16:45 Myrra Rós
17:30 Bastardgeist (US)
18:15 KÁ-AKÁ
Bryggjan Brugghús
13:00 Axel Flóvent
14:00 Árstíðir
15:00 Ylja
16:00 Snorri Helgason
17:00 Tilbury
18:00 Mr. Silla
Plaza Hotel - CenterHotels
16:30 Dream Wife (IS/UK)
17:45 Sturle Dagsland
(NO
19:00 Árstíðir
Cintamani Bankastræti
17:00 Sleeping Minds
18:00 Rökkva
19:00 Big Mint
Dillon
16:00 KILO
16:45 Valby Bræður
17:30 Edward Scissor
Tongue (UK)
18:15 Bent
19:00 Tiny
Friðarhús
16:00 Morning Bear (US)
17:00 Heidatrubador
18:00 Ottoman
19:00 Mr. Shiraz (UK)
Hard Rock Café
18:00 Úlfur
Hitt Húsið
17:30–18:15
Popup punk yoga
with Tófa
Hlemmur Square
Prins Póló’s day of
Veggie Dogs and
Autumn Sweaters
12:30 Lunch beat with
FM Belfast DJs
14:00 Kött Grá Pjé
15:00 Wesen
16:00 Milkywhale
17:00 2 Menthol:
the Apfelsin Bros Vape
Juice Wall of Art - opening of an art exhibition
by Sindri Már Sigfússon
AKA Sin Fang and Örvar
Smárason of MÚM and
FM Belfast, with DJ
Thomas Morr
18:00 Prins Póló
Hressó
18:30 Böddi Reynis
19:15 Bergmál
IÐA Zimsen
13:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
14:00 Deer Daniel (PL)
15:00 Gréta María
16:00 Sacha Bernardson
16:40 Ingunn Huld
Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina:
Slippbarinn
17:00 AUÐUR
17:45 Vök
18:30 Sin Fang

Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina:
Kaffi Slippur
15:00 Bláskjár
16:00 Jógvan (FO)
Icewear Laugavegur 91
17:00 Chris Koza (US)
18:00 Rythmatik
19:00 Johnny & The Rest
Icewear Laugavegur 1
18:00 MIMRA
19:00 MONT
Icewear
Þingholtsstræti 2-4
18:00 Man in Between
(ES)
19:00 Krakk & Spaghettí
Icewear Austurstræti 5
17:00 Daníel
Hjálmtýsson
18:00 Hinemoa
19:00 Sacha Bernardson
Íslenski Barinn
14:00 Jónína Aradóttir
15:00 Ivan Mendes
16:00 Rökkva
17:00 Una Stef
18:00 Bergmál
JÖR
16:30 Kött Grá Pje
17:15 Teitur Magnússon
18:00 Kælan Mikla
18:45 Sturla Atlas
Kaffi Nóra
16:00 Jakob
Gunnarsson
16:45 Blindur (IT)
17:30 Sigmundur Páll
18:15 Wayward
Kaffibarinn
Bedroom Community
16:00 James McVinnie
16:45 Emily Hall & Guests
17:30 Strange Boy
18:15 Michael Wookey
Kaffihús Vesturbæjar
17:00 dj. flugvél og
geimskip
18:00 Snorri Helgason
KEX Hostel - Live on KEXP
13:00 Samaris
15.30 Axel Flóvent
18:00 Coals (PL)
20.30 Kronos Quartet
(US)
Kofinn
Soulistic Sessions
18:00 Gunny & Arnar
19:00 Solla Soulful
Kumiko Teahouse
16:00 Refur
16:45 Bláskjár
18:00 Tim & Puma Mimi
(JP/CH)
Landnámssýningin
13:00 Gringlombian
14:00 Hekla
15:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
17:00 Svavar Knútur
Landsbankinn
at Stúdentakjallarinn
16:00 RuGl
17:00 East of My Youth
18:00 GKR

The Laundromat Café
Go mobile
12:30 Jón Jónsson
15:00 Steinar
16:00 Rythmatik
17:00 Tómas Jónsson
18:00 Jónas Sig
Iceland Academy of
the Arts
18:00 18 piece band
from the Royal Academy of Music, Aarhus (DK)
Loft
The Line of Best Fit
presents:
14:30 AUÐUR
15:30 CYBER
16:30 Lord Pusswhip
17:30 Alvia Islandia
18:30 Úlfur Úlfur
19:30 GKR
Lucky Records
15:00 Sternlumen (DE/
DK)
16:00 IDK IDA
17:00 Endless Dark
18:00 Mælginn
19:00 Knitebitch (US)
Nordic House
13:00 Silja Johannesen
(FO)
14:00 Magnetosphere
15:00 Ghost of Greenland
16:00 Hanna Sólbjört
17:00 Hinemoa
18:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
Petersen Suite
17.30 AVóKA
18.30 Glowie
19.30 Himbrimi
Quest
Hair, Beer & Whisky
15:00 Skaði
16:00 Mighty Bear
17:00 Owls of the
Swamp
18:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
19:00 Nagmeh A Song
(US)
Smekkleysa
Bad Taste Recordstore
15:00 Mikael Lind (SE/IS)
16:00 MIMRA
Sólon Bistro - FEM DOME
16:00 Silja Johannesen
(FO)
17:00 Rebekka Sif
18:00 Vil
19:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
Tjarnarbarinn Tjarnarbíó
16:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
16.50 Harpa Fönn
17.40 Jógvan (FO)
18.30 Stormur og Blíða
19.20 Ingunn Huld
Verbúð 11 Lobster &
Stuff
15:00 DJ Spegill
16:00 SXSXSX
17:00 Four Leaves Left
18:00 Þórunn Antonía

Off-Venue
Schedule
Schedule subject to possible change

FRIDAY

12 Tónar
17:45 SiGRÚN
18:30 THROWS (UK)
Alda Hótel
14:00 dj. flugvél og
geimskip
15:00 Moses Hightower
16:00 Aron Can
American Bar
14:30 SXSXSX
16:00 Úlfur Úlfur
17:30 Steinar
19:00 GKR

Borgarbókasafni í
Grófinni
15:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
16:00 Rökkva
17:00 Sternlumen (DE/
DK)

Boston
15:15 Tálsýn
16:00 Pink Street Boys
16:45 Möller Records: Án
17:30 Möller Records:
Þorsteinn Eyfjörð
18:15 Jógvan (FO)
19:00 Mosi Musik

Aurora Reykjavík
15:00 Margrét Arnar
16:00 Sunnyside Road
17:00 MONT

Bryggjan Brugghús
13:00 Máni Orrason
14:00 Karó
15:00 Samaris
16:00 Mammút
17:00 Kött Grá Pje
18:00 Valdimar

BarAnanas
16:00 Marteinn Sindri
16:45 Wesen
17:30 Coals (PL)
18:15 IDK I IDA
19:00 Doomhound (DE)
19:45 Hermigervill

Ísafold Bistro
CenterHotel Þingholt
15:30 Realms (UK)
16:30 Ghost of Greenland
17:30 Owls of the
Swamp

Bar 11
15:00 KÁ-AKÁ
15:45 Rogue Valley (US)
16:30 Mosi Musik
17:15 Morning Bear (US)
18:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
18:45 Slor
19:30 Vertigo

Cintamani Bankastræti
17:00 Quest
18:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
19:00 Dikta

Bazaar ODDSSON
Partybrunch!
12:00 Hildur
13:00 CYBER
Bæjarins Beztu Pylsur
16:00 Svavar Knútur
16:30 Trilogia
17:00 Heidatrubador
17:30 Magnetosphere
18:00 Lilja Björk
18:30 East of My Youth
19:00 Körrent
19:30 Hemúllinn
Bíó Paradís - Straumur
13:00 VAR
14:00 Just Another
Snake Cult
15:00 Snorri Helgason
16:00 Jón Þór
17:00 Suð
18:00 Kiriyama Family
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
15:00 Hjalti og Lára
16:00 Deer Daniel (PL)
17:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
18:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
19:00 Suð

Dillon
16:00 We Made God
16:45 Future Figment
17:30 Casio Fatso
18:15 Saktimóðigur
19:00 Ottoman

Hitt Húsið
15:00 Sleeping Minds
15:40 Morning Bear (US)
16:20 Andy Hates Us
(CH)
17:00 Omotrack
17:40 Wayward
18:20 Sacha Bernardson
19:00 Amber
19:40 Mojo Don’t Go

JÖR
16:30 Hekla
17:15 RuGl
18:00 Hórmónar
18:45 Karó

Hlemmur Square
15:00 Markús and the
Diversion Sessions
16:00 Magic Island (DE)
17:00 Indriði
18:00 Tófa

Kaffibarinn
Bedroom Community
X The Line Of Best Fit
16:00 aYia
16:45 Nico Muhly &
Nadia Sirota
17:30 Sam Amidon
18:15 Puzzle Muteson

Hressó
17:45 Rökkva
18:30 Aron Hannes
19:15 Baggabandið
IÐA Zimsen
12:20 Vil
13:00 Jónína Aradóttir
14:00 Rökkva
15:00 Andy Hates Us
(CH)
16:00 Daníel
Hjálmtýsson
Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina:
Slippbarinn
17:00 SXSXSX
17:45 CYBER
18:30 Emmsjé Gauti
Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina:
Kaffi Slippur
15:00 einarIndra
16:00 Omotrack

Græna Herbergið
16:00 Hinemoa
16:45 Vára
17:30 Milkhouse
18:15 Rythmatik

Icewear Laugavegur 91
17:00 Una Stef
18:00 Mark W.
Georgsson
19:00 Meðlæti

Hannesarholt - KÍTÓN
12:00 Sigga Eyrún
12.40 Védís Hervör
13.20 Hinemoa
14:00 Elín Halldórsdóttir
14.40 Rebekka Sif
15.20 Myrra Rós
16:00 Una Stef
16.40 Ragga Gröndal
17.20 Elíza Newman
18:00 JANA
18.40 Ingunn Huld
19.20 Alda Dís

Icewear Laugavegur 1
18:00 Jónína Aradóttir
19:00 Solid To Air (UK)

Hard Rock Café
18:00 Emmsjé Gauti
Hertex Secondhand
16:00 Rebekka Sif
17:00 Panos From
Komodo
17.30 Nici Preston (UK)
18.30 Chris Koza (US)
19:00 Irina (RU)

Icewear
Þingholtsstræti 2-4
18:00 Hástafir
19:00 HiGHDEE
Icewear Austurstræti 5
17:00 Mark Steiner & His
Problems (NO/US)
18:00 Mat Riviere (UK)
19:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
Íslenski Barinn
13:00 Churchhouse
Creepers
14:00 Ottoman
15:00 Wayward
16:00 LEDNA
17:00 Fabio

Kaffi Nóra
16:00 Sleeping Minds
16:45 Prime Cake
17:30 Aron Hannes

Kaffihús Vesturbæjar
17:00 Milkywhale
18:00 sóley
KEX Hostel - Live on KEXP
13:00 Moji & The Midnight Sons
15.30 Digable Planets
(US)
18:00 Adia Victoria (US)
20.30 Kate Tempest (UK)
Kofinn
All Over The World
17:00 HOLY HRAFN
18:00 F SOAL
19:00 The Talking Drums
Kumiko Teahouse
16:00 María Björt
16:45 Hjalti Jón
18:00 Tim & Puma Mimi
(JP/CH)
Landsbankinn
at Stúdentakjallarinn
16:00 AUÐUR
17:00 Hugar
18:00 Soffía Björg
The Laundromat Café
Go mobile
12:30 CeaseTone
15:00 Vio
16:00 Dikta
17:00 AmabAdamA
18:00 Glowie
Iceland Academy
of the Arts
18:00 Völuspá Youth Ensemble, conducted by
Guy Wood and Sigurður
Halldórsson
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Ljósmyndasafnið
13:00 Morning Bear (US)
14:00 Svavar Knútur
15:00 Owls of the
Swamp
16:00 Hjalti og Lára
Loft
Cannibal Hymns (UK)
presents:
15:30 Dream Wife (IS/UK)
16:30 THROWS (UK)
17:30 Realms (UK)
18:30 Strange Fruit
19:30 Meltybrains? (IE)
Lucky Records
15:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
16:00 Hemúllinn
17:00 Revenge of
Calculon (UK)
18:00 Vil
19:00 Churchhouse
Creepers
Nordic House
13:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
14:00 TBA
15:00 Small Time Giants
(GL)
16:00 Rökkvi (FO)
17:00 VAR
18:00 X heart (SE/IS)
Petersen Suite
17.30 KÁ-AKÁ
18.30 Vio
19.30 Rythmatik
Quest
Hair, Beer & Whisky
Saloon
14:00 Mark Steiner & His
Problems (NO/US)
15:00 Stormur og Blíða
16:00 Hexagon Eye
17:00 Man In Between
(ES)
18:00 Sleeping Minds
19:00 Andy Hates Us
(CH)
Smekkleysa
Bad Taste Recordstore
16:00 Andy Svarthol
17:00 TRPTYCH
Sólon Bistro - FEM DOME
16:00 Bergmál
17:00 Jónína Aradóttir
18:00 Þórunn Antonía
19:00 Fox Train Safari
Tjarnarbarinn í
Tjarnarbíó
16:00 Vil
16.50 Miss Naivety (RU)
17.40 MIMRA
18.30 We Made God
19.20 Hórmónar
(Whoremoans)
Whales of Iceland
17:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
18:00 Hinemoa
19:00 Man In Between
(ES)

SATURDAY
Alda Hótel
14:00 Conner Youngblood (US)
15:00 Júníus Meyvant
16:00 East of My Youth
American Bar
14:30 Máni Orrason
16:00 Axel Flóvent
17:30 I Am Soyuz (SE)
19:00 Glowie
BarAnanas
16:00 kriki
16:45 Krakk & Spaghettí
17:30 CeaseTone
18:15 Fufanu
19:00 AVóKA
19:45 Magic Island (DE)
Bar 11
15:00 Grúska Babúska
15:45 Seint
16:30 Mark Steiner & His
Problems (NO/US)
17:15 Future Figment
18:00 Lucy In Blue
18:45 Major Pink
19:30 Myrra Rós
Bazaar ODDSSON
Partybrunch!
12:00 Karó
13:00 GlowRVK
Bæjarins Beztu Pylsur
16:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
16:30 Unaess
17:00 Kúbiksveitin
17:30 DALÍ
18:00 Sprezzatura
18:30 Karlakórinn Esja
19:00 Fox Train Safari
19:30 Skúli Mennski &
Hljómsveit
Bíó Paradís - Straumur
14:00 Sveinn
Guðmundsson
15:00 Vil
16:00 Par-Ðar
17:00 Puffin Island
Bókabúð Máls og
menningar
15:00 Indriði
17:00 Sacha Bernardson
18:00 Magic Island (DE)
19:00 Kayak
Boston
15:15 Doomhound (DE)
16:00 Möller Records:
Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
16:45 Möller Records:
Andartak
17:30 Revenge of Calculon (UK)
18:15 Silja Johannesen
(FO)
19:00 Heiðrik (FO)
Bryggjan Brugghús
13:00 AmabAdamA
14:00 Hildur
15:00 Emmsjé Gauti
16:00 Milkywhale
17:00 GKR
18:00 Glowie
SKY Lounge & Bar
CenterHotel Arnarhvoll
13:00 Möller Records:
Orang Volante b2b
Daveeth
15:00 Wesen
16:00 Josin (DE)

Cintamani Bankastræti
17:00 Casio Fatso
18:00 Churchhouse
Creepers
19:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
Dillon
16:00 Dream Wife (IS/UK)
16:45 Realms (UK)
17:30 Mx World (UK)
18:15 Beliefs (CA)
19:00 Sturla Atlas
Græna Herbergið
16:00 Vasi
16:45 Prime Cake
17:30 Aron Hannes
18:15 Körrent
19:00 Jogvan Joensen
(FO)
Hannesarholt
16:30 Hjalti og Lára
17:10 Björt Venue
18:00 Rökkva
18:40 Blindur (IT)
19:30 Umbra
Hard Rock Café
17:00 AmabAdamA
Hertex Secondhand
13.30 Hástafir
14:00 Stormur og Blíða
15:00 Hinemoa
16:00 Jógvan (FO)
16.30 Teitur Magnússon
17:00 KÁ-AKÁ
17.30 Dorthea & Jensia
(FO)
Hitt Húsið
13:00 The Anatomy of
Frank (US)
13:40 VAR
14:20 Hanna Sólbjört
15:00 Deer Daniel (PL)
15:40 Hórmónar
(Whoremoans)
16:20 Man In Between
(ES)
17:00 Sturle Dagsland
(NO)
17:40 The Living Arrows
(US)
18:20 Gringlombian
Hlemmur Square Curated by Sin Fang and
Örvar from MÚM and FM
Belfast aka The Apfelsin
Bros
15:00 asdfhg.
16:00 Kælan Mikla
17:00 Berndsen
18:00 Hermigervill
Hressó
17:45 Bergmál
18:30 BIRR Project
19:15 Beebee and the
bluebirds
Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina:
Slippbarinn
17:00 Hórmónar
(Whoremoans)
17:45 Moji & The Midnight Sons
18:30 Júníus Meyvant
Icelandair Hotel
Reykjavík Marina: Kaffi
Slippur
15:00 MIMRA
16:00 Stafrænn Hákon

Icewear Laugavegur 91
17:00 Fox Train Safari
18:00 Bastardgeist (US)
19:00 Realms (UK)
Icewear Laugavegur 1
17:00 Sveinn
Guðmundsson
18:00 Án
19:00 Meðlæti
Icewear
Þingholtsstræti 2-4
17:00 Rebekka Sif
18:00 MONT
19:00 Sveinn
Guðmundsson
Icewear Austurstræti 5
17:00 Amber
18:00 Rythmatik
19:00 HiGHDEE
Íslenski Barinn
14:00 Tálsýn
15:00 Quest
16:00 Godchilla
17:00 Captain Syrup
JÖR
16:30 Múm DJ Set
17:15 Emmsjé Gauti
18:00 GKR
18:45 Prins Póló
Kaffi Nóra
16:00 Körrent
16:45 Rökkva
17:30 Omotrack
Kaffibarinn
Bedroom Community
16:00 Portal 2 xtacy
16:45 LIIMA (DK)
17:30 Kórus
18:15 Valgeir Sigurðsson & Liam Byrne
KEX Hostel
Co-Presented by KEXP.
ORG
13:00 Let’s Eat Grandma
(UK)
15:00 Mammút
17:00 Andy Svarthol
19:00 Dream Wife (IS/UK)
20.30 Middle Kids (AU)
21.30 RuGI
Kofinn Hip Hop/Rap
Special
16:00 Ovejas Negras
16:30 Birkir
17:00 Zaki & Teejay
18:00 Black Kings
19:00 GodStone
Landsbankinn
Austurstræti 11
14:00 RuGl
15:00 East of My Youth
16:00 AUÐUR
The Laundromat Café
Go mobile
12:30 Árstíðir
15:00 AVóKA
16:00 Himbrimi
17:00 Úlfur Úlfur
18:00 Valdimar
Loft Shameless/Limitless (DE) presents:
14:30 Mx World (UK)
15:30 JFDR
16:30 Magic Island (DE)
17:30 East of My Youth
18:30 DOOMSQUAD (CA)
19:30 Alex Cameron (AU)

Off-Venue
Schedule
Schedule subject to possible change
Lucky Records
12:00 Wayward
13:00 Morning Bear (US)
14:00 Strange Boy (UK)
15:00 Möller Records:
Futuregrapher
16:00 Möller Records:
Bistro Boy
17:00 Möller Records:
einarIndra
18:00 Bangoura Band
19:00 Volcanova
Nordic House
13:00 Vil
14:00 einarIndra
15:00 Mikael Lind (SE/IS)
16:00 Hráefni
17:00 Mosi Musik
18:00 Birth Ctrl
Petersen Suite
17.30 Steinar
18.30 Axel Flóvent
19.30 SXSXSX
Prikið
18:00 Fames
Quest
Hair, Beer & Whisky
Saloon
12:00 Daníel
Hjálmtýsson
13:00 Magic Island (DE)
14:00 Magnetosphere
15:00 The Living Arrows
(US)
16:00 Omotrack
17:00 Blindur (IT)
18:00 Captain Syrup
19:00 Mr. Shiraz (UK)
Sjóminjasafnið
13:00 Gringlombian
14:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
15:00 Owls of the
Swamp
16:00 Morning Bear (US)
Sólon Bistro - FEM DOME
16:00 Una Stef
17:00 Hinemoa
18:00 Hanna Sólbjört
19:00 I Am Soyuz (SE)
Tjarnarbarinn í Tjarnarbíó
13:00 Mosi Musik
13.50 Birth Ctrl
14.40 Chris Koza (US)
15.30 DALÍ
16.30 Wayward
17.30 Hemúllinn
18.20 Future Figment
19.10 Mx World (UK)
Verbúð 11 Lobster &
Stuff
16:00 Glowie
17:00 Herra Hnetusmjör
18:00 Trilogia

SUNDAY
BarAnanas
16:00 RVK Soundsystem
feat. King Dale, 7berg &
guests
17:00 Barr
18:00 Lefty Hooks & The
Right Thingz
19:00 AmabAdamA
Bazaar ODDSSON
Partybrunch!
12:00 asdfhg.
13:00 Wesen
Bryggjan Brugghús
15:00 múm
- Menschen am
Sonntag - Silent Film
Performance
19:30 Special Airwaves
Jazz
Dillon
16:00 Magic Island (DE)
16:45 Grúska Babúska
17:30 Morning Bear (US)
18:15 Slow Down Molasses (CA)
19:00 Sísý Ey
Friðarhús
15:00 Man In Between
(ES)
16:00 Sacha Bernardson
(FR)
17:00 Jónína Aradóttir
18:00 Blindur (IT)
19:00 Skaði
Iðnó
17:15 Birthday Song:
40th anniversary of the
National Association
of Intellectual Disabilities (Þroskahjálp)
17:20 Make Dreams
Concrete (NO)
17:45 Pertti Kurikan
Nimipäivät (FI)
Íslenski Barinn
19:00 Pálmar Ólason

Kaffibarinn
BRNLV Party
16:30 Bastardgeist (US)
17:30 Gyða Valtysdóttir
18:15 Crispin Best (UK)
18:30 Mat Riviere (UK)
19:30 Kira Kira
KEX Hostel
KEX Diskótek Co-Presented by Party Zone &
Möller Records
14.00 Subliminal
15.30 Hexagon Eye
16.45 Andrés vs. Ewok
18.15 Lagaffe Tales
19.30 Yamaho & Guests
21.30 Samúel Jón
Samúelsson Big Band
Loft
Sofar Sounds presents:
15:30 Blindur (IT)
16:30 The Living Arrows
(US)
17:30 Owls of the
Swamp
18:30 CeaseTone
19:30 Árstíðir
Lucky Records
12.00 Markús
13.00 Bláskjár
14.00 Sacha Bernardson
15.00 Roht
15.45 Dauðyflin
16.30 Saktimóðigur
17.15 Drekka (US)
18.00 Base Boys
19.00 Bastardgeist (US)
Nordic House
13.00 Man In Between
(ES)
14.00 Heidatrubador
15.00 Svavar Knútur
16.00 Kristin Thora
Prikið
16:00 Teitur Magnúsar
17:00 Sonur Sæll
Quest
Hair, Beer & Whisky
Saloon
12.00 Krakk & Spaghettí
13.00 Realms (UK)
14.00 Chris Koza (US)
15.00 Wayward
16.00 Jónína Aradóttir
17.00 Bergmál
18.00 Volcanova
19.00 Ottoman
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OFF
VENUE
Come and visit us on the Off Venues
starring great Icelandic Artists, the
DrumBrute, MiniBrute, Beatstep Pro
and V-Collection 5

DJ YAMAHO AND
HERMIGERVILL

ANALOG INSTRUMENTS IN DJ SETS
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 3RD 17:00

DAÐI BIRGISSON

THE MAGIC OF THE VIRTUAL
SYNTHS IN TODAY'S MUSIC
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 5TH 15:00

TÓNASTÖÐIN - SKIPHOLTI 50D

DrumBrute is a powerful
all-analog drum machine
& sequencer built for
performance and in-depth
sound editing. No menus,
no presets, no limits on
your creativity.

TÓNASTÖÐIN • SKIPHOLTI 50D • REYKJAVÍK • S. 552 1185 • TONASTODIN.IS
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Wed.
Nov 2

SCHEDULE
VALSHÖLLIN UPSTAIRS
RvkDNB/Hausar

HARPA NORÐURLJÓS
Mid Atlantic Entertainment

21:00 RVKDNB
19:00 Hausar

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

GAMLA BÍÓ
00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Kórus
Dikta
Kiriyama Family
Pétur Ben
Hinemoa
One Week Wonder

Thu.
Nov 3
HARPA KALDALÓN AIRWORDS
00:20
23:30
23:10
22:35
22:15
21:30
21:05
20:30
20:15
20:00
19:20

Amnesia Scanner (INT)
Tonik Ensemble
Ásta Fanney
Ljóðfæri
Bubbi Morthens
Coals (PL)
Crispin Best
RuGl
Steven Fowler
Eiríkur Örn Norðdahl
EinarIndra

00:10
23:10
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Dizzee Rascal (UK)
Emmsjé Gauti
Reykjavíkurdætur
Sturla Atlas
GKR
Kött Grá Pje

HARPA KALDALÓN

NASA

00:20
23:20
22:20
21:30
20:40

VIO
Myrra Rós
Hugar
Amber
Sigga Soffía &
Jónas Sen
19:50 Kristin Thora

00:10
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50

HÚRRA

GAUKURINN

IÐNÓ

00:20
23:20
22.20
21:30

Kosmodod
IamHelgi
Lily the Kid
Gunnar Jónsson
Collider
20:40 EinarIndra
19:50 Cryptochrome

00:00
23:00
22:00
21:00
20:00

00:20
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

REYKJAVIK ART MUSEUM

HARPA SILFURBERG

HARPA NORÐURLJÓS

23:20
22:10
21:00
20:10
19:20

00:10
22:50
21:50
20:50
20:00

00:30 Vaginaboys
23:30 Högni Egilsson
22:30 Conner Youngblood
(US)
21:40 Johanan (SE)
20:50 Leyya (AT)
20:00 East of my Youth

Milkywhale
Glowie
Axel Flóvent
Amabadama
Ceasetone
Steinar

Mammút
Margaret Glaspy (US)
Julia Holter (US)
JFDR
Máni Orrason

NASA
00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Úlfur Úlfur
Baloji (CD)
Aron Can
Kött Grá Pje
Tiny
Steinar

GlerAkur
Pink Street Boys
Bootlegs
Celestine
Auðn

The Sonics (US)
Fufanu
Singapore Sling
Oyama
Benny Crespo's Gang

Moses Hightower
Tilbury
Snorri Helgason
Teitur Magnússon
Rósa Guðrún
Sveinsdóttir
20:00 Lára Rúnars
19:10 Tómas Jónsson

GAMLA BÍÓ

HÚRRA

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:30
20:40
19:50

Sin Fang
Throws (UK)
Hannah Lou Clark (UK)
dj. flugvél og geimskip
Júníus Meyvant
Ceasetone

Útidúr
Kælan Mikla
Ambátt
SiGRÚN
Hatari
Helgi Jóns

Dr.Spock
Die Nerven (DE)
Nap Eyes (CA)
Pink Street Boys
Hórmónar
TBC
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AIRWAVES Off-Venue Schedule
Monday 31st October

Tuesday 1st November

Wednesday 2nd November

Rythmatik Churchhouse Creepers
- Hector Rektor Brött Brekka - Volcanova
- Owls of the Swamp
(AUS) - Ceasetone Óværa - Vio - Pungsig

Snorri Helga I Am Soyuz (SE) Silja Johannesen (FO) Big Mint - Óregla - Tálsýn Low/Mid/High Revenge of Calculon (UK) MONT - IDK (DK)

Högni Rökkva Daníel Hjálmtýsson Jogvan (FO) - Dísa Bláskjár
- Mosi Musik - Dalí Stafrænn Hákon - Rebekka
Sif - Skaði & Mighty Bear

Thursday 3rd November

Friday 4th November

Saturday 5th November

Tiny Bent Edward ScissorTongue
(UK) - Kilo - Valby bræður Rvk Soundsystem Hausar (Ewok - Balatron Croax)

Dr. Spock Captain Syrup We Made God - Future Figment - Casio Fatso Saktimóðígur - Ottoman Naghmeh (USA) Grit Teeth - X-Heart

Sturla Atlas Beliefs (CA) - Q4U DreamWife - Realms (UK) Mx World (UK) Sturle Dagsland (NO) - Mercy
Buckets - Mr. Koza (US) Glass Apple Bonzai (CA)

Sunday 6th November
Sísi Ey Slow Down Molasses (CA)
- Tommy Simpson (US) Magic Island - Grúska
Babúska - Morning Bear
(US) - Fox Train Safari Hórmónar - Brák Beggi Smári & Bexband

Laugavegur 30

FULL LINEUP
DETAILS CAN BE
FOUND ON OUR
FACEBOOK PAGE

facebook.com/DillonWhiskeyBar
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GAUKURINN

IÐNÓ

00:20 Go Dark (US)
23:20 Markús & The
Diversion Sessions
22:20 Middle Kids (AU)
21:30 The Ills (SK)
20:40 Doomhound (DE)
19:50 Par-Ðar

00:30 Jónas Sig & Ritvélar
framtíðarinnar
23:30 Jesse Mac Cormack
(CA)
22:30 Soffía Björg
21:30 This is the Kit (UK)
20:40 Josin (DE)
19:50 Magnús Jóhann

Fri.
Nov 4
HARPA KALDALÓN
Extreme Chill
00:30
23:40
22:40
21:40
20:50
20:00

Mike Hunt
dj. flugvél og geimskip
Ambátt
Reptilicus
Jafet Melge
Kaido Kirikmäe & Robert Jürjendal (EE)

HARPA ELDBORG
Bedroom CommunIty
20:00 Whale Watching Tour

MENGI
21:00 sóley
19:00 sóley

Ticket handout at Media Center
from Wednesday Nov 2nd

REYKJAVIK ART MUSEUM

HARPA SILFURBERG

HARPA NORÐURLJÓS

00:10
22:50
21:50
20:50
20:00

01:10
23:50
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

00:30
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Samaris
Minor Victories (UK)
Vök
King (US)
Kreld

NASA
01:50
01:00
23:30
22:20
21:30
20:50
20:00

Emmsjé Gauti
Sturla Atlas
Of Monsters and Men
Glowie
Pétur Ben
The Hearing (FI)
Hildur

Kiasmos
Santigold (US)
Warpaint (US)
Reykjavíkurdætur
Dream Wife
aYia

Sólstafir
Show me the body (US)
Thunderpussy (US)
Dimma
Endless Dark
Major Pink

GAMLA BÍÓ STRAUMUR

HÚRRA Albumm

 2:30
0
01:30
00:30
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

03:30
02:50
02:10
01:10
00:10
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Hermigervill
Berndsen
Prins Póló
Frankie Cosmos (US)
Lake Street Dive (US)
Axel Flóvent
Stafrænn Hákon
Himbrimi

BLKPRTY
Shades of Reykjavík
Valby Bræður
Herra Hnetusmjör
Alexander Jarl
GKR
Alvia Islandia
Lord Pusswhip
Bróðir BIG
Rímnaríki

GAUKURINN

IÐNÓ

FRÍKIRKJAN

HARPA ELDBORG

02:30
01:40
00:40
23:40
22:40
21:40
20:50
20:00

01:40 MOJI & THE MIDNIGHT
SONS
00:40 Valdimar
23:40 Pavo Pavo (US)
22:40 Beliefs (CA)
21:40 Ylja
20:50 Grúska Babúska
20:00 AVóKA

22:00 Ólöf Arnalds
21:00 Mugison
20:00 Árstíðir

20:00 múm & Kronos Quartet

Lily the Kid
Boogie Trouble
Oyama
FEWS (SE/US)
Idles (UK)
Dolores Haze (SE)
Konsulat
Skelkur í bringu

Ticket handout at Media Center
from Wednesday Nov 2nd

VALSHÖLLIN UPSTAIRS

HARPA SILFURBERG
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02:30
01:50
01:00
00:00
22:40
21:20
20:25
19:30

02:20
01:40
00:40
23:40
22:50
22:00
21:10
20:20
19:30

01:00
00:00
23:00
22:00
21:00
20:00

The Reykjavík Grapevine
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Sat.
Nov 5

VALSHÖLLIN

HARPA KALDALÓN

NASA

01:00
00:00
23:00
21:50
20:50
20:00

02:30
01:30
00:30
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Hildur
Kelsey Lu (US)
Epic Rain
Bára Gísladóttir
asdfhg.
Puffin Island

GAUKURINN

IÐNÓ

02:30
01:30
00:30
23:30

01:40
00:40
23:40
22:40
21:40
20:50
20:00

22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Stroff
Benny Crespo's Gang
Skrattar
Pertti Kurikan
Nimipäivät (FI)
Slow Down Molasses
(CA)
Crystal Breaks
Rythmatik
Tófa

Úlfur Úlfur
Glacier Mafia
Kano (UK)
Silvana Imam (SE)
Digable Planets (US)
The Internet (US)
Emil Stabil (DK)
Unge Ferrari (NO)

YAMAHO
Liima (DK)
Seratones (US)
Mr. Silla
Mabel (UK)
Auður
Þórunn Antónía
Karó

GAMLA BÍÓ

HÚRRA

 2:30
0
01:30
00:30
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

03:30
02:30
01:30
00:30
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50
20:00

Konni Kass (FO)
Lowly (DK)
Jennylee (US)
Anna Meredith (UK)
Lára Rúnars
DALÍ
Una Stef

TRPTYCH
Futuregrapher
Cyber
Doomsquad (CA)
Gaika (UK)
aYia
Kreld
Mælginn
$igmund

17:00 BJÖRK

HÚRRA

22:30
21:20
20:20
19:30

21:50
20:50
20:00
19:10

00:20
23:30
22:30
21:40
20:50

Hermigervill
Kosmodod
Wesen
Hatari

Sun.
Nov 6

A special perfomance.
Tickets sold separately.

VALSHÖLLIN UPSTAIRS

PJ Harvey - Ticket handout
on Friday Nov. 4th at 12:00 pm

SYKUR
Chinah (DK)
Gangly
Kate Tempest (UK)
Adia Victoria (US)
Warm Graves (DE)
Wesen
Halldór Eldjárn

FM Belfast
SG Lewis (UK)
Let's eat Grandma (UK)
Ben Frost
Tonik Ensemble
Gunnar Jónsson
Collider

HARPA ELDBORG

VALSHÖLLIN
PJ Harvey (UK)
Mammút
Kevin Morby (US)
RuGl

B-Ruff
Herra Hnetusmjör
Aron Can
Tiny
sxsxsx
Alexander Jarl
Þriðja Hæðin
Krakk & Spaghettí
Landaboi$

GAUKURINN
Agent Fresco
VIO
Major Pink
Helgi Jóns
Magnús Jóhann

00:20
23:20
22:30
21:40
20:50

Hórmónar
Una Stef
Karó
AVóKA
One Week Wonder
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Try our
Icelandic roll!
ICELANDIC ROLL
Gravlax roll with Brennivín and dill. Avokado,
mango, cucumber, dill mayo, rye bread crumble.
The Sushi Samba experience is an unique fusion of local fresh
produce, elevated by Japanese and South American cuisine.

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is

BEST MOJITOS
IN TOWN!

AIRWAVES 2016

2015

BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS
bistro & brewery
RE YKJAVÍK

SENTS
BREWERY PRE
BRYGGJAN BISTRO &FRIDAY
SUNDAY 6th
SATURDAY 5th
4th
WEDNESDAY 2nd

THURSDAY 3rd

13:00

AXEL FLÓVENT

14:00

ÁRSTÍÐIR
YLJA

15:00

HÖGNI EGILS

16:00

SXSXSX

SNORRI HELGASON

17:00

ÚLFUR ÚLFUR

TILBURY

18:00

HJALTALÍN

19:30

MR. SILLA

MÁNI ORRASON
KARÓ
SAMARIS
MAMMÚT
KÖTT GRÁ PJE
VALDIMAR

AMABADAMA
HILDUR

EMMSJÉ GAUTI

MÚM-MENSCHEN

MILKYWHALE AM SONNTAG-SILENT
FILM PERFORMANCE
GKR
GLOWIE
SPECIAL AIRWAVES
JAZZ

Bryggjan Brugghús Grandagarði 8 101 Reykjavík tel: 00354 456 4040 www.bryggjanbrugghus.is https://www.facebook.com/bryggjanbrugghus booking@bryggjanbrugghus.is
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ALL THE GAMES AND ALL THE ACTION
LIVE ON 20 HD SCREENS!
DJ’s ON WEEKENDS
LIVE MUSIC - HAPPY HOUR

LIFE IS SHORT - DRINK EARLY
AUSTURSTRAETI 8-10 101 REYKJAVIK
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BRINGING ICELANDIC MUSIC
TO THE WORLD

Icelandair first started this music festival in an aircraft hangar at Reykjavík Airport to showcase
up-and-coming Icelandic artists. Today, Iceland Airwaves is a five-day music extravaganza held
all throughout Reykjavík, attracting local and international music enthusiasts alike. Now you can
also listen to this year's artists on our Spotify Airwaves playlist and show up to this hip long
weekend fully prepared!

Join us

